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Information fusion has become increasingly relevant during
the last years. One of the reasons is the growing importance as
rapid advances in sensor technology that provide information
from the environment. The distributed sensor networks can
be used to enable information fusion applications in different
environments such as surveillance, home care, and sport
analysis. With the continuing expansion of the domain
of interest and the increasing complexity of the collected
information, intelligent techniques for fusion processing
have become a crucial component in information fusion
applications.

The problem of information fusion has attracted sig-
nificant attention in the Artificial Intelligence community,
trying to innovate in the techniques used for combining the
data and to refine state estimates and predictions. Intelligent
systems can improve information fusion based on the context
management aimed at supporting decision making, since the
quality of decisionmaking depends upon the quality of infor-
mation at hand. A clear example is the multiagent systems in
distributed sensor networks or the intelligent agents used for
context-awareness that can provide both distributed fusion
and advanced reasoning capabilities. Multiagent systems can
fuse data from different sensors in a given environment
and incorporate intelligent methods capable of facilitating
decision support systems.

This special issue presents recent information fusion
solutions in distributed sensor networks, which employ

intelligent algorithms to improve or adapt their performance
in highly demanding conditions. It contains six papers, of
which four cover representations and exploitations of high-
level and contextual information in real systems, and two
are related to multiagent interaction and coordination in
distributed sensor networks.

Firstly, we start with the papers that use context infor-
mation to improve the understanding of a real scenario.
“Intelligent analysis for georeferenced video using context-
based random graphs” by J. Feng et al., the authors propose
a method of mapping georeferenced video sequences for
geographical scenes, use contextual random graphs to inves-
tigate semantic knowledge of georeferenced video, leading
to correlation analysis of the target motion elements in the
georeferenced video stream. The data are obtained using a
wireless network of environmental sensors scattered at the
supervising area and a vision sensor monitoring the same
geographical area. The new contribution of the presented
approach is the complementary use of the context-based
random graph grammar in georeferenced video, developing
a scientific analysis of behavior and developing structured
methods of georeferenced video understanding.

One of the most important issues of distributed sen-
sor networks is its application to activity recognition. Dis-
tributed sensor networks provide computer systems with
raw information about the situation taking place in the real
world. In general, activity recognition analyzes what is this
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information and predicts the actions, plans, and trajectories
of the objects of interest in a particular scenario. Classical
techniques—those strongly based on observational data and
a priori knowledge models—have proved to be insufficient
to successfully recognize situations in unpredictable and
complex scenarios with noisy and incomplete sensor data.
A solution to overcome these problems may be to provide
activity recognition algorithms with additional knowledge
not directly provided by the cameras; that is, context knowl-
edge, opening the important challenges of context repre-
sentation and exploitation. In this special issue, there are
two papers covering this issue. One of them is “A feature
selection approach to the group behavior recognition issue using
static context information” by A. Pozo et al. In this paper,
authors have developed and tested four systems that use some
low-level features (like positioning) to recognize high-level
features, namely, group behavior. This approach is applied to
the 2-on-2 basketball domain, where there are few elements
in the scene and, therefore, few features to analyze. Static
context information is very important for defining the scene
setting. For example, in the basketball domain, they know
that there are two groups with two members. All this context
information depends on the specific domain and would
sometimes need to be described by an expert. On the other
hand, “Using activity recognition for building planning action
models” by J.Ortiz et al. applied intelligent algorithms to build
a novelty system that builds an automated planning. This
automated planning is generated after an activity recognition
event has been done and a planning action model has been
inferred. The goal of this paper is to build a system capable
of guiding users while they are completing an activity. It
describes the system ASRA-AMLA that automatically learns
and generates user action models (represented as an STRIPS
planning domain in PDDL) using the recognized actions
and context information (states of the sensors) between the
actions, in order to assist users while they cook a recipe (by
providing them a sequence of actions to accomplish their
goal). The originality of this work is that it focuses on user’s
actions (subtasks) composing an activity and the effect these
actions have (learning of preconditions and effects of each
action, from sensor readings).

“Radar tracking system using contextual information on
a neural network architecture in air combat maneuvering,”
by A. Navidad et al. uses soft computing techniques for
developing and adapting data fusion in air surveillance radar
tracking systems. In this paper, authors feature the theoretical
aspects of a tracking algorithm based on neural network
paradigm where, from discrete measurements provided by
surveillance radar, the objective will be to estimate the
target state for tracking purposes as accurate as possible.
The absence of an optimal statistical solution makes the
featured neural network attractive despite the availability of
complex and well-known filtering algorithms. Authors use
the capabilities of letting the network learn, not only from the
received radar measurement information, but also from the
aircraft maneuvering context, contextual information, where
tracking application is working, taking into account this new
contextual information which could be obtained from prede-
fined, commonly used and well-known aircraft trajectories.

Finally, this special issue finishes with two papers related
to multiagent interaction and coordination in distributed
sensor networks. “Fusion of agent actions into reputational
images with probabilistic planning” by J. M. Moya et al.
addresses the coordination process inmultiagent systems as a
probabilistic planning problem that offered a descriptive and
complete solution under the data fusion discipline. Authors
propose a deliberative architecture based on the concept
of trust proposed by Castelfranchi and Falcone and, after
this work, they have confirmed the possibility of integrating
a deliberative reasoning guided by cognitive trust module
in a seamless way, thanks to the flexibility which RDDL
offers. This approach has been verified by the simulation
results showed in this work. “Personalization of the workplace
through a proximity detection system using user profiles” by
C. Zato et al. presents a proximity detection prototype for
future use in an integral systemprimarily oriented to facilitate
the labor integration of people with disabilities. The most
important thing is to detect the proximity of a person to a
computer using ZigBee technology and to then personalize
the workplace according to the user’s profile. The paper
presents a multiagent-based proximity detection prototype,
specifically developed for a work environment, which can
facilitate tasks such as activating and personalizing the work
environment.

In conclusion, research on intelligent systems and
context-based information fusion in distributed sensor net-
works has matured during the last decade and many effective
applications of this technology are being deployed now. This
special issue has collected a representative sample of the latest
scientific developments and their effective applications, to
assess the impact of the approach and to facilitate technology
transfer. Special care has been given to highlight successful
opportunities in the application of AI paradigms to open
challenges in information fusion and practical approaches to
solving real-world problems.

Miguel A. Patricio
Jesús Garćıa

Juan M. Corchado
Javier Bajo

Alaa Khamis
Eleni E. Mangina
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This paper deals with the problem of group behavior recognition. Our approach is to merge all the possible features of group
behavior (individuals, groups, relationships between individuals, relationships between groups, etc.) with static context information
relating to particular domains. All this information is represented as a set of features by classification algorithms.This is a very high-
dimensional problem, with which classification algorithms are unable cope. For this reason, this paper also presents four feature
selection alternatives: two wrappers and two filters. We present and compare the results of each method in the basketball domain.

1. Introduction

Human or other types of behavior recognition are currently
one of the most prolific fields of research. One typical
restriction in this field is that the scene should contain only
one element.The system analyzes the behavior of the element
and recognizes what the element is doing. Several papers
address this aim [1, 2]. However, many situations, like team
sports, animal social behavior (ethology), traffic analysis, and
so forth, hinge on more than one element, where elements
behave socially with respect to the other elements of the
group. Individual behavior depends on group behavior in
such cases.Therefore, individuals have to be studied together,
as a group. Research on this area is scant. Some researchers
deal with the elements as a crowd and try to recognize
their behavior by analyzing shape or some other features.
On the other hand, some authors deal with each element as
an individual that is a member of the group. Our proposal
takes this approach. Behavior recognition can be divided into
two steps: feature extraction and feature analysis. In feature
extraction, the system chooses and extracts the main raw
information (from video cameras, GPS, RFID, TOF cameras,
etc.) and builds a set of features. Features could be raw
information, like location, or derivatives, like velocity (from
location in time). Features may or may not be context depen-
dent. During feature analysis, the system transforms this raw

information and recognizes the underlying behavior. In most
cases, feature extraction is a distributed problem, since device
networks (e.g., video cameras) can provide information on
the scene from different viewpoints. In our particular case,
the domain is inherently distributed because we have a four-
camera network providing information on a complex scene
in which single viewpoints are frequently occluded. The
research reported in this paper is part of a larger project, aim-
ing to discover high-level information (recognition of group
activities) by extracting the features of the scene using a dis-
tributed network of devices.Wepropose a new representation
of the selected features that could be used to learn and predict
group behavior. Although a scene may, in some domains,
have a great many features and feature types may vary, we
believe that the identification of the group elements is likely
to be very meaningful in most potential application domains.
Such problems could have a wide range of possibilities. For
this reason, static context information is essential for our pur-
pose. For instance, we need to know how many groups there
are, how many elements the groups contain, and whether the
number of groups or of group members is static or dynamic.
All this static context information depends on the specific
domain. Also, some domains could have a dynamic context
that could be incorporated to our representation to improve
the accuracy of the classification. In the basketball domain,
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for example, remaining match time or score could provide
useful information. Finally, these features are structured at
different levels depending on whether they relate to an indi-
vidual, the scene, or the group. Our proposed representation
is divided into three different levels, which are described
below. Some of the selected features are domain specific,
but features related to the location of the elements could
be generalized to most domains. To prove the worth of the
representation, we have classified the dataset group behavior
[3]. To do this, we used awell-known technique called hidden
Markovmodel [4].This representation could be useful for the
group behavior recognition issue. Also, we selected the most
representative features for the specific domain proposed in
[3]. There are a great many potentially useful general features
in the basketball domain, like player position, who is the ball
handler, and so forth. But other features could be created
by processing the raw data and creating context-dependent
features. For instance, if there is information about which
player has the ball, this data could be used to create location
features like players relative position with regard to the ball
handler. In this case, we have static context information about
the number of groups (two) and the number of elements in
each group (two).The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews related work. Section 3 describes the problem issue.
Section 4 reports the experiments. Conclusions and future
work are outlined in Sections 6 and 7.

2. Related Work

Behavior recognition is a very active research line in the
computer vision field. Many researchers have tried to extract
high-level information about human behavior from different
types of sensors, especially from video [1, 2, 5], and also
from other sensor types, like accelerometers, gyroscopes, and
so forth. All these approaches focus on individual human
behaviors, but humans are social beings, and a lot of behaviors
are dependent on the other elements in the group. For this
reason, there is a relatively new area of research focusing
on elements as members of a group. The behavior of each
element in a group depends on the behavior of the other
elements, and the combination of individual behaviors results
in a high-level group behavior. This type of behavior is
observed in many situations, like RoboCup [6], team sports
[7–9], a military parade [10], automatic camera surveillance
in public places [6, 11, 12], and so forth. Depending on the
type of analyzed features, all these works could be classified
into two main streams: logical reasoning and geometrical
reasoning. Logical approaches, like [12, 13], are based on
preprocessed high-level features, where, for example, player
trajectories are discretized into major subareas, and some
key movements, like block, are detected [8]. This high-level
information is then analyzed to recognize team behavior.
Such approaches are typically very effective, but, depending
on high-level features extraction system, these solutions tend
to be too ad hoc for the system to be generalized. On the other
hand, there are geometrical approaches that use lower-level
features, like rawposition, or a derivative feature, like speed or
acceleration. For example, player trajectories in an American
football game are used in [13] to generate a discriminative

temporal interaction matrix, using a 4D tensor and a refactor
2-tensor kernel. This approach is designed to classify five
different team behaviors. All these approaches focus on the
second step of behavior recognition, where the features have
already been extracted, and the system uses these features
to classify or predict group behavior. So, they need a first
step that extracts the selected features from the raw data, for
instance, extracts American football player trajectories from
thematch video data. Another possibility is to use an existing
dataset to develop, improve, and test the approach. But there
are not many suitable datasets in group behavior recognition,
and this is a very important obstacle. For example, papers like
[13] use a nonpublic dataset called GaTech Football Play, and
there are other commercial approaches, like Prozone, where
eight fixed cameras are positioned on a soccer field to capture
the trajectory of all players in the match. Unfortunately, we
do not have access to this information. On the other hand,
the Namez Pers work [14] is divided into three different
parts related to three different sports: squash, basketball,
and European handball. The European handball team sport
section has the necessary information for the group behavior
recognition research field. This information is composed of
one team player positions and the team behavior in each
team for a ten-minute video. Like [14], there is information
on player position in a 2-on-2 basketball situation in [3],
including information regarding the ball handler and the type
of attack (from eight different types). This dataset [3] was
used in this paper to develop and test our approach. For the
final classification and prediction, we have used awell-known
technique called hiddenMarkov models [4].The dimension-
ality of problems in group behavior recognition domains
is usually very high, because they include more than one
element, each of which could have a different set of features
possibly resulting from the relationship between elements.
For this reason, problem dimensionality reduction through
feature subset selection is potentially very useful for the group
behavior recognition issue. Dimensionality could be reduced
using wrappers or filters. Wrapper methods use a predictive
model to score feature subsets. Each new subset is used to
train a model, which is tested on a holdout set. Counting
the number of mistakes made on that holdout set (the model
error rate) gives the score for that subset. Aswrappermethods
train a newmodel for each subset, they are very computation-
ally intensive but usually provide the best-performing feature
set for that particular type of model. Many papers, like [15] or
[16], use this kind of algorithms. Filter methods use a proxy
measure instead of the error rate to score a feature subset.
This measure is designed to be fast to compute while still
capturing the fitness of the feature set. Common measures
include mutual information [17–19], the Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficient [20], and the inter-/intraclass
distance [21]. Filters are usually less computationally intensive
than wrappers, but they produce a feature set which is not
tuned to a specific type of predictive model.

3. Group Behavior Recognition Issue

Group behavior recognition is a new field of research result-
ing from the elimination of the one-element restriction in
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the activity recognition issue. This field of research has a
lot of potential application domains, such as team sports,
military intelligence, fauna behavior recognition, and video
surveillance. A characteristic of the behavior recognition
research field is that action happens in time. A sequence
of observations rather than a single observation has to be
classified, and each observation depends on the previous one.
This characteristic results in two problems: classification and
segmentation. In classification, there are several segmented
sequences, where each segment contains a single group
behavior; in segmentation, there are raw sequences with
different group behaviors, which have to be segmented.
This paper focuses on the first approach, where we have
several segmented sequences. The classification phase of
the group behavior recognition is composed of two steps:
extraction and recognition. During extraction, the raw data
must be extracted from the system to identify features.
During recognition, these features are selected and used to
recognize the behavior.The system could have a lot of feature
types, like position, individual action, trajectory, speed, color,
and so forth. In this paper, we focus on recognition. After a
short description of the dataset construction process (feature
extraction), we illustrate how this information could be used
for behavior recognition.

3.1. A General Problem Description. Group behavior recog-
nition could be applied in a range of domains, as described
above. All these domains have some common features
described below. There is a scene 𝑆, composed of a number
𝑀 of groups, a number 𝐹 of features, and dynamic context
information 𝐶 (1). The scene includes group behaviors from
a set of behaviors 𝑏𝑝 called 𝐵 (2). All features and behaviors
are time dependent:

𝑆𝑡 = {𝐺
1

𝑡
, 𝐺
2
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, . . . , 𝐺
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𝑡 , 𝐶} | 1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇, (1)

𝐵 = {𝑏1, 𝑏2, . . . , 𝐵𝑝} . (2)

Each group is composed of a number of domain-
dependent elements𝑁𝑚 and a number of domain-dependent
features 𝑂𝐺 (3). Also, each group performs a group behavior
from 𝐵 (2):

𝐺𝑡 = {𝐼
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𝑡 } | 1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇. (3)

Finally, each element is composed of a number 𝑂𝐼 of
domain-dependent features. All these features are changing,
and the element 𝑛 is defined at time 𝑡 by

𝐼
𝑛

𝑡
= {𝐽
1

𝑡
, 𝐽
2

𝑡
, . . . , 𝐽

𝑂𝐼
𝑡 } | 1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇. (4)

Hence, the scene has 𝑀 groups and 𝑂𝑆 features, where
each group is composed of 𝑁𝑀 elements and 𝑂𝐺 features,
and each element has𝑂𝐼 features.There are four feature types:
positive, Boolean, relative, and enum. Each type describes an
element feature.

(i) Positive, described by (5), represents a feature that
could be any value greater than zero. This could

typically represent the positioning on one axis, a
distance, and so forth:

{𝑝𝑛𝑓 | 𝑓 = 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝐹, 𝑛 = 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑁, 𝑝 = 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ inf} . (5)

(ii) Boolean, described by (6), could be any binary feature
that represents whether or not the element has a
characteristic, for instance, whether a player has the
ball:

{𝑏𝑛𝑓 | 𝑓 = 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝐹, 𝑛 = 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑁, 𝑏 = {0, 1}} . (6)

(iii) Relative, described by (7), represents a feature whose
value must be between a minimum and a maximum
value, for example, sensor luminosity:

{𝑟𝑛𝑓 | 𝑓 = 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝐹, 𝑛 = 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑁, 𝑟 = {0, 100}} . (7)

(iv) Enum, described by (8), could be useful if the ele-
ments have a characteristic taken from a list of values,
for instance, the role played by a basketball player:

{𝑒𝑛𝑓 | 𝑓 = 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝐹, 𝑛 = 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑁, 𝑒 = {1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝐾}}

𝐾 = “possible values of feature”.
(8)

Exactly which features to select for extraction is a very impor-
tant decision that usually depends on the problem domain.
However, there are some features that are noteworthy in
most potential domains; for instance, the location of each
group element is almost always related to group behavior.
Our approach is able to represent the entire group behavior
recognition scene for both classification and segmentation. In
this paper, we have focused on classification, where there is
not only one sequence with several behaviors but also several
sequences with a single behavior. In the learning phase, the
system has lot of sequences 𝑆1, 𝑆2, and so forth, each is
composed of a number of times 𝑇1, 𝑇2, and so forth and
labeled with only one behavior 𝑏𝑝 from the set 𝐵 (2). We
also analyze a new sequence 𝑆𝑗 and predict its label 𝑏𝑗 in the
prediction phase.

3.2. Defending Pick-and-Roll Move Problem Domain. This
paper focuses on the 2-on-2 basketball domain.This is a very
fitting problem because it represents a complex domain, like
a basketball match, with just a few (only four) elements. In
team sports, group behavior is often performed by only a
subgroup of the team. In soccer, for example, the defense
line is composed of only four or five team members, and
that subgroup performs a lot of analyzable group behaviors.
Also, in basketball matches, just two players from the same
team could be involved in the pick-and-roll move. This is
the move that the defenders try to stop in [3]. There is a
sequence segmented into 23 different moves, where each
segment represents an instance of five types of defense move.
These segments picture four players: two attackers and two
defenders. The two attackers make several attempts at the
same move (pick and roll), and the two defenders try to
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stop them in five different ways. These defensive moves are
the group behavior to be predicted and are labeled fight/go
over, go below, show and recover, push, and trap. The dataset
used provides information gathered by four cameras at four
different locations around the scene. Information fromdiffer-
ent viewpoints is critical in environments where occlusions
are common. This information is obtained by tracking the
players. Additionally, an expert (basketball coach) views this
information in order to label tactical moves.

4. Features

The extracted features are the 𝑋 and 𝑌 position and player
handling the ball at any time. 𝑋 and 𝑌 are represented by
a positive feature type (see (5)) and the ball handler by the
enum feature type (8). From this raw information we have
built forty features, composed of thirty-nine positive features
and one enum. These features describe the player positions
(with eight features, four players, and two axes); team center
positions (with four features, two teams, and two axes); all
player center position (with two features); relative player
positions with regard to ball handlers (with eight features);
player velocity (with eight features, four players, two axes,
and a ten-frame window); team velocity (with four features,
two teams, two axes, and a ten-frame window), and all player
center velocity (with two features). Finally, there are three
features from the Laplacian invariant of the graph. Also an
enum feature indicates who the ball handler is. All these
features are summarized in Table 1, and some are shown in
Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4.

The proposed representation has 𝑀 = 2 groups, 𝑁 = 4

elements, where each group has𝑁1 = 2 and𝑁2 = 2 elements,
respectively, and the scene has five features 𝑂𝑆 = 8 (the ball
handler, the location and velocity of the center of all players,
and the Laplacian invariant of the graph), each element has
𝑂𝐼 = 6 features (𝑋𝑌 position, 𝑋𝑌 velocity, and 𝑋𝑌 relative
position), and each group has four features 𝑂𝐺 = 4 (𝑋𝑌

position and 𝑋𝑌 velocity). This dataset was used for all the
experiments [3], but, in order to apply all the algorithms in the
MATLAB framework, we have flattened the representation
to two dimensions as described below. We have omitted the
time dimension, and all other dimensions have been stored
consecutively in the order described as follows:

𝑆𝑡 = {𝐼
1

𝑡
, 𝐼
2

𝑡
, 𝐼
3

𝑡
, 𝐼
4

𝑡
, 𝐺
1

𝑡
, 𝐺
2

𝑡
, 𝐹𝑡} with

𝐼
𝑛

𝑡
= {𝑋
𝑛

𝑡
, 𝑌
𝑛

𝑡
, 𝑋𝑋
𝑛

𝑡
, 𝑌𝑌
𝑛

𝑡
, 𝑉𝑥
𝑛

𝑡
, 𝑉𝑦
𝑛

𝑡
} ,

𝐺
𝑚

𝑡
= {𝑋
𝑚

𝑡
, 𝑌
𝑚

𝑡
, 𝑉𝑥
𝑚

𝑡
, 𝑉𝑦
𝑚

𝑡
} ,

𝐹𝑡 = {𝑋𝑡, 𝑌𝑡, 𝑉𝑥𝑡, 𝑉𝑦𝑡, 𝐻𝑡, 𝐿
1

𝑡
, 𝐿
2

𝑡
, 𝐿
3

𝑡
} ,

(9)

where 𝑋 and 𝑌 represents the coordinates in the couch
system;𝑋𝑋 and 𝑌𝑌 represent the coordinates of one element
with regard to the ball handler; 𝑉𝑥 and 𝑉𝑦 represent the
velocity; 𝐻 indicates the ball handler, and 𝐿 is the invariant
Laplacian feature. In this case, we unfortunately have no
dynamic context information that we could use to improve
system accuracy.

Table 1: Features list.

Number Feature
1 Player1’s 𝑋 position
2 Player1’s 𝑌 position
3 Player2’s 𝑋 position
4 Player2’s 𝑌 position
5 Player3’s 𝑋 position
6 Player3’s 𝑌 position
7 Player4’s 𝑋 position
8 Player4’s 𝑌 position
9 𝑋 coordinate of the center of the attacking team
10 𝑌 coordinate of the center of the attacking team
11 𝑋 coordinate of the center of the defending team
12 𝑌 coordinate of the center of the defending team
13 All players’ 𝑋 position
14 All players’ 𝑌 position
15 Ball handler
16 Player1’s 𝑋 position with respect to the ball handler
17 Player1’s 𝑌 position with respect to the ball handler
18 Player2’s 𝑋 position with respect to the ball handler
19 Player2’s 𝑌 position with respect to the ball handler
20 Player3’s 𝑋 position with respect to the ball handler
21 Player3’s 𝑌 position with respect to the ball handler
22 Player4’s 𝑋 position with respect to the ball handler
23 Player4’s 𝑌 position with respect to the ball handler
24 Player1’s 𝑋 velocity
25 Player1’s 𝑌 velocity
26 Player2’s 𝑋 velocity
27 Player2’s 𝑌 velocity
28 Player3’s 𝑋 velocity
29 Player3’s 𝑌 velocity
30 Player4’s 𝑋 velocity
31 Player4’s 𝑌 velocity
32 𝑋 velocity of the attacking team
33 𝑌 velocity of the attacking team
34 𝑋 velocity of the defending team
35 𝑌 velocity of the defending team
36 All players’ 𝑋 velocity
37 All players’ 𝑌 velocity

38 First component of the Laplacian invariant of the
graph

39 Second component of the Laplacian invariant of the
graph

40 Third component of the Laplacian invariant of the
graph

We used a hidden Markov model algorithm for all exper-
iments [4]. For the global classifiers, which classify the exam-
ple into one of the fivemove classes, we have used three Gaus-
sians per class configuration. For the binary classifiers, which
classify whether or not the example belongs to a specific
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Figure 2: Some features (2/4).

class, we have used two Gaussians for member of the class
and four Gaussians for not a member of the class. These
configurations are constant across all experiments and feature
selections.

As mentioned above, the dimensionality of group behav-
ior recognition domains is usually high. In our basketball
domain, we have forty features at any one time. So, it is
very important to select a subset of features that would be
able to provide all the necessary information for behavior
recognition. In some cases, the information provided by
a subset of features could be better than the information
provided by all the features, because some featuresmay, under
some circumstances, only add noise.

4.1. Features Selection. In this paper we propose a compar-
ison between four feature selection systems: global wrapper,
binary wrapper, global mRMR filter, and binarymRMR filter.

4.2. GlobalWrapper. From the features provided by the data-
set [3], we have identified forty features as mentioned above.
We have selected some of all these features following the
algorithm described in [15]. This algorithm has a list of
candidate features, composed in this case of the forty features

(28)

(2
9)

Figure 3: Some features (3/4).

(38)
(39)

(40)

Figure 4: Some features (4/4).

described above (see Table 1). The system then calculates the
accuracy using only one of the features and selects the feature
that has the best outcome. This feature is moved from the
candidate list to the final list. However, the system calculates
the accuracy with the selected feature and each one of the
candidates features and again selects the feature that provides
the best accuracy. The algorithm stops when the addition of
another feature fails to improve accuracy. Figure 5 illustrates
this process.

The diagram shows the algorithm in Figure 5. The OR
logical gate symbol indicates that only one of the features
is entered, and the AND logical gate symbol indicates that
several features are combined in the classification. Figure 6
shows the system results with only one feature in the first
step of the algorithm. The rows represent the sequences, and
the columns represent experimentation with one feature. Red
means that the system classified the example incorrectly, and
green means that the system succeeded in classifying the
sequence.

In this case, the selected feature was number 22, which
represents player four 𝑋 position with respect to the ball
handler. At the end of the features selection process, five
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Figure 6: One feature matrix.

features were selected. Figure 7 shows the order of selected
features and system accuracy.

4.3. Binary Wrapper. In this case, we have built five different
classifiers, each specialized in classifying the example of one
class. We formed five training sets, one for each classifier,
where there are only two classes: class member or nonmem-
ber. Each classifier calculates the probability of each example
being a member of each class. Then these probabilities are
compared and normalized. Features are selected for each
classifier, and we have five feature subsets (𝐹1, 𝐹2, 𝐹3, 𝐹4,
and 𝐹5), each of which has a number of 𝑘 features. All
these feature subsets are built as described above, according
to the algorithm described in [15]. So, for each class, we
select the feature with the best accuracy classifying whether

or not each example belongs to the class. This feature is
added to the subset, and the process starts again. Figure 8
shows the process described above. We have selected the
features according to this algorithm, and we have built five
feature subsets (one for each class) for one, two, and three
cardinalities. Table 2 shows the selected features.

4.4. Global mRMR Filter. In this case, we have selected the
subset of features based on the mRMR feature selection
algorithm described in [18]. This algorithm uses the mutual
information criteria of max-relevance and min-redundancy
described in (10).This algorithm selects a subset of 𝑘 features:

𝐼 (𝐶𝑖, 𝑓𝑖) −
1

|𝐹|
∑

𝑓𝑠∈𝑆

𝐼 (𝑓𝑠, 𝑓𝑖) . (10)
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Figure 8: Binary wrapper algorithm.

Table 2: Features selected (BWC).
𝑘 Class New feature selected Accuracy

1

1 Player3’s 𝑋 position

70%
2 Player3’s 𝑌 position
3 Player1’s 𝑋 position
4 Player2’s 𝑌 velocity
5 𝑋 coordinate of the center of the defending team

2

1 Player4’s 𝑋 position

91%
2 Player3’s 𝑋 position
3 Player4’s 𝑋 velocity
4 Player2’s 𝑋 velocity
5 Player4’s 𝑌 position with respect to the ball handler

3

1 𝑌 velocity of the attacking team

96%
2 First component of the Laplacian invariant of the graph
3 Player4’s 𝑋 position with respect to the ball handler
4 𝑋 velocity of the attacking team
5 Player2’s 𝑋 velocity

Figure 9 shows the process described above. We have
selected the features according to this algorithm, and we have
built a subset for one-to-seven cardinality. Table 3 shows the
selected features.

4.5. Binary mRMR Filter. In this feature selection algorithm,
we have built five classifiers as described in Section 4.3, and
we have calculated five subsets of features (one for each
classifier) using the mutual information mRMR criterion
described above. So, we have five subsets of features, com-
posed of a number 𝑘 of features, each specialized in each class.

Figure 10 shows the process. We have selected the features
according to this algorithm, and we have built five subsets
(one for each class) for one-to-seven cardinality. Table 4
shows the selected features.

5. Experimentation

We have used MATLAB framework for the experiments.
The entire algorithm for the behavior recognition issue was
expressed in this language. First of all, the dataset was
loaded into the system, with all the extracted features and
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Table 3: Features selected (GFC).

𝑘 New feature selected Accuracy
1 Player1’s 𝑋 position 39%

2 First component of the Laplacian invariant of
the graph 61%

3 Third component of the Laplacian invariant of
the graph 61%

4 Second component of the Laplacian invariant of
the graph 61%

5 Ball handler 61%
6 𝑌 velocity of the defending team 53%
7 Player4’s 𝑌 position 43%

data. The INEF12Basketball dataset (which is available at
http://www.giaa.inf.uc3m.es/) provides 27 examples of a set
of eight different group behaviors. For these experiments,
we selected five of these behaviors performed by 23 of the
examples. The other behaviors were omitted because there
are too few examples. Then we entered all the information,
representing all features at all times, into a MATLAB matri-
ces. We have one matrix 𝑀𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 23) per group action
and one dimension vector containing the behavior label. Each
𝑀𝑖 matrix has 𝐹 × 𝑇𝑖 dimensions, where 𝐹 is the number
of selected features and 𝑇𝑖 is the duration (in frames) of
behavior 𝑖. These matrices are the input for the described
algorithms, using leave-one-out cross-validation [22]. Note
that not all the frames have been loaded, because only a few
seconds per sequence are meaningful for the move. So, only
one several-second subsequence selected by the expert has
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Figure 11: Systems accuracy.

been loaded per sequence. For the experiments, we used a
well-known technique called hiddenMarkovmodel.We used
a HMM with three Gaussians per class for all experiments
with global wrapper and global mRMR filter, and we used
two Gaussians for class members and four Gaussians for
class nonmembers for binary wrapper and binary mRMR
filter. This paper sets out to validate a new representation
of group behaviors. On this ground, we have not bothered
too much about technique selection. It is assumed that the
reported research, both feature selection and representation,
is validated if the technique yields good results. Figure 11
shows system accuracy with one, two, three, four, five, six,
seven, and eight features. Clearly, binary wrapper yields the
best results with a classification accuracy of 96% for only
three features per class. Note that the computational cost of
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Table 4: Features selected (BFC).

𝑘 Class New feature selected Accuracy

1

1 Player1’s 𝑌 position with respect to the ball handler

39%
2 Player3’s 𝑋 position with respect to the ball handler
3 Player1’s 𝑋 position
4 Player1’s 𝑋 position
5 Player4’s 𝑌 position with respect to the ball handler

2

1 First component of the Laplacian invariant of the graph

39%
2 First component of the Laplacian invariant of the graph
3 First component of the Laplacian invariant of the graph
4 First component of the Laplacian invariant of the graph
5 First component of the Laplacian invariant of the graph

3

1 Third component of the Laplacian invariant of the graph

39%
2 Third component of the Laplacian invariant of the graph
3 Third component of the Laplacian invariant of the graph
4 Third component of the Laplacian invariant of the graph
5 Third component of the Laplacian invariant of the graph

4

1 Second component of the Laplacian invariant of the graph

48%
2 Second component of the Laplacian invariant of the graph
3 Second component of the Laplacian invariant of the graph
4 Second component of the Laplacian invariant of the graph
5 Second component of the Laplacian invariant of the graph

5

1 𝑌 velocity of the defending team

43%
2 All players’s 𝑌 velocity
3 Ball handler
4 Ball handler
5 𝑌 velocity of the defending team

6

1 𝑋 velocity of the attacking team

43%
2 Ball handler
3 𝑌 velocity of the defending team
4 𝑌 velocity of the attacking team
5 Ball handler

7

1 Ball handler

39%
2 𝑋 velocity of the defending team
3 𝑋 velocity of the attacking team
4 Player2’s 𝑌 velocity
5 𝑋 velocity of the attacking team

this algorithm type is huge. On the other hand, mRMR filter-
based algorithmsmanaged to provide 61% accuracy only with
two features at a much lower computational cost.

Blue bars represent system accuracy with the best com-
bination of the specific number of features, and red bars
represent the average accuracy for all possible combinations
of the specific number of features. As of the selection of
five features, the addition of another feature clearly does not
improve system accuracy, which stops the features selection
algorithm.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have developed and tested four systems that
use some low-level features (like positioning) to recognize

high-level features, namely, group behavior. This approach
is applied to the 2-on-2 basketball domain, where there
are few elements in the scene and, therefore, few features
to analyze. Nevertheless, the approach could be applied to
more complex systems, and it could be effective in most
potential domains. Note, for instance, that most of the group
actions in the basketball domain are performed by only a
few players (not all the players must take part in all moves).
Static context information is very important for defining the
scene setting. For example, in our basketball domain, we
know that there are two groups with two members. All this
context information depends on the specific domain and
would sometimes need to be described by an expert. Also
feature selection could be useful in very different domains.
For example, it could be very useful for improving the
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accuracy of the group behavior recognition system if some
features do not contribute any information, have too much
noise, and so forth. Additionally, a simpler system (with fewer
features) is likely to be faster and more resistant because
the hidden Markov model would need fewer Gaussians. Our
experiments have tested four feature selection algorithms
using the same classification algorithm. The results of the
experiments demonstrate that the binary wrapper algorithm
has the best scores. This algorithm type has a prohibitive
computational cost.ThemRMRfilter is an option in this case,
and we have shown that the global version of this algorithm
is a better alternative.

7. Future Work

All research approaches aim at generalization. There are
two possible ways of doing this in group behavior recogni-
tion: domain and number of elements. This means that all
approaches should work in very different domains and with
different numbers of elements in the scene. For this purpose,
we think that the INEF12Basketball Dataset proposed in [5]
should be extended to more domains with varied number
of elements. In this way, all approaches could be tested in
different domains, and we could examine system scalability.
This is very important in the group behavior recognition
research field, because some authors believe that this renders
some algorithms inapplicable for this issue [13]. Another
important aspect that could be improved in this approach
is robustness. This could be done by making the system
more resistant to tracker loss. For this purpose, we need
a system that could manage a variant number of elements
in each group. This is potentially a very challenging and
useful improvement. In this paper, we have dealt with the
problem of classifying a segmented sequence based on group
behavior. In our opinion, this is only the first step of a more
ambitious issue. In most real-world cases, we do not have
segmented sequences, so we need a system that would be
able to automatically segment (and classify) group behavior.
Obviously, the system must be trained with segmented
examples but would then be able to automatically segment
a sequence with more than one group behavior.
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Air surveillance radar tracking systems present a variety of known problems related to uncertainty and lack of accurately in radar
measurements used as source in these systems. In this work, we feature the theoretical aspects of a tracking algorithm based on
neural network paradigm where, from discrete measurements provided by surveillance radar, the objective will be to estimate
the target state for tracking purposes as accuracy as possible. The absence of an optimal statistical solution makes the featured
neural network attractive despite the availability of complex andwell-known filtering algorithms. Neural networks exhibit universal
mapping capabilities that allow them to be used as a control tool for capturing hidden information about models learned from a
dataset. We use these capabilities to let the network learn, not only from the received radar measurement information, but also
from the aircraft maneuvering context, contextual information, where tracking application is working, taking into account this
new contextual information which could be obtained from predefined, commonly used, and well-known aircraft trajectories. In
this case study, the proposed solution is applied to a typical air combat maneuvering, a dogfight, a form of aerial combat between
fighter aircraft. Advantages of integrating contextual information in a neural network tracking approach are demonstrated.

1. Introduction

Tracking algorithms have a widespread use and increased
sophistication in aerial control and surveillance systems
(both military and civilian) where current scenarios demand
a great capability on the tracking and surveillance of a large
number of objectsmoving across a vast aerial space.Measure-
ment data will be obtained from many and diverse sensors
generating information related to those objects. Tracking, in
the context of law enforcement or military activities, implies
also noncooperating parties whereas in commercial activities
usually leverages active exchanges among parties to facilitate
identification and minimize risks.

Inferring the value of a quantity of interest from a series
of indirect, inaccurate, and uncertain measurements is called
estimation [1]. Moreover it can be seen as the process of
selection of a point from a continuous multidimensional
space, the best estimate.

Figure 1 shows a typical flow chart depicting a state
estimation process. First two stages are usually black boxes
enclosing the underlying (hidden) true state of the system,
while the last stage is fed by statemeasurements where a noise
component is incorporated, causing uncertainty and lack
of accuracy which should be minimized by the estimation
process that conforms the estimation problem.

Estimation is used as a mechanism to reduce possible
uncertainty and inaccuracy, generating information that has
the following properties:

(i) quality (i.e., accuracy, reliability) higher in the esti-
mate than the raw measurements;

(ii) contain information not directly available in the
measurements.

Decision can be viewed as the selection of one of a set of
discrete alternatives, the best choice from a discrete space.
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Figure 1: State estimation scheme.

However, decision can also provide a metric to evaluate a
probability of various alternatives.

Tracking [1] is the process of estimation of the state of
a moving object. This is done using one or more sensors to
provide measurements.

Tracking is wider in scope than estimation. Tracking not
only uses all the tools from estimation but it also requires the
use of statistical decision theory to improve the description
of objects and inferring of future change in their properties.

More specifically, in the concrete case of air surveillance
systems, tracking consists of processing measurements to
gather and maintain precise knowledge on target state, phys-
ical properties (position and its derivatives) about moving
targets, as presented in Figure 2.

Themeasurements are always affected by error sources in
form of noise, derived from subtle variations of the process
dynamics, the underlying environment, or sensors impreci-
sion.Those phenomena alter the sensing andmeasurement of
an object position (usually distance, azimuth, and altitude).

Those measurements incorporate to tracking process
uncertainty (measurement association to targets, false
detections,. . .) and inaccuracy (target position error) [2].

The estimator can make use of a priori knowledge about

(i) physical system dynamics (evolution of the variable),
(ii) sensor characteristics (measurement system),
(iii) probabilistic models of certain random factors

(uncertainties) and the prior information, where
models about the target behavior could be considered.

Modeling the possible behavior with a priori knowledge
about the target movement can play a significant role in the
estimation process. To incorporate a priori knowledge to the
estimation process, significant difficultieswill be added to this
process.

An Optimal filter can be seen as an algorithm that
processes observations, providing estimate of a variable of
interest minimizing a certain error criterion (usually called
cost function). A possible weakness of these optimal filters is
their sensibility to errors existing in the models and excessive
computational cost preventing their use for real time object
tracking.

A number of tracking algorithms have been reported in
the literature [3–7] over the years eachmainly differing in the
way a dynamical system model of maneuvering target being
tracked is obtained.

The classical purely statistical algorithms, derived upon
stochastic filtering, like𝛼-𝛽-𝛾 [8, 9] filter or state-model filters
like Kalman [7, 9, 10] filters, cannot always perform well

Sensor 
measurement

Actual 
trajectory

Estimated 
trajectory

x

Track (estimated 
target state)

Figure 2: Tracking problem scheme.

when the model is error prone, unrealistic, or there is high
noise in the measurement process, even when the possible
target movement modeling has not been taken into account
in benefit of other typical cases. So that, while both of the
above approaches have certain strong points and can deliver
good tracking performance in specific scenarios, there are
some shortcomings as well. Some of them are computational
complexity and difficulty in accurately modeling faster-
turn and coordinated-turn maneuvers and the difficulty in
including additional input features for the estimation process.

This computational complexity is considered critical in
typical cases of air control centers where tracking system
must estimate hundreds of targets (aircraft) with thousands
of measurements in a short period of time, 3–10 seconds,
in close coordination with other multiple functions related
to this [11]. Accordingly this deadline is passed, and results
obtained are considered obsolete.

Alternate approaches that can deliver improved tracking
performance are of particular interest.

Artificial neural networks (NN) can generate arbitrary
mappings allowing the identification of complex or unknown
processes andprediction of future values, one step ahead, cap-
turing complex behaviors when rule-based systems cannot be
used or are not available. This property is especially useful
when it is required to work in environments where prediction
rules cannot be easily defined or where uncertainty or
inaccuracy data are used.

Specifically in the case of a radar tracking system, NN
training information can be set up from data extracted
directly from the provided radar measurements, but also this
information can be augmented by contextual information,
deriving knowledge from a domain expert from context
situation where tracking algorithm is being executed.

In this work, such contextual information can not only
enclose multiple sensor data but also know expected patterns
in air maneuvering which probably will define the target
behavior.

The ability to efficiently fuse information of different
forms for facilitating intelligent decision making is one of
the major capabilities of trained multilayer NN that is being
recognized in recent times [12–14].

Such approach results in an overall nonlinear tracking
filter which has several advantages over the popular efforts
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at designing nonlinear estimation algorithms for tracking
applications, the principal one being the reduction of mathe-
matical and computational complexities.

As a case of application it is proposed to consider and
augment contextual information with a common case of
dogfight, fighter air combat maneuvers used fromWorldWar
I, allowing the NN to estimate future position values for
complex trajectories, especially those that arise when two or
more fighter aircraftsare in close combat.

In a tracking system, these dogfight techniques are hard
to incorporate to classical statistical filters or particle filters,
basically because these algorithms do not incorporate con-
textual information beyond pure statistical variables.

In this document, a proposal of neural network tracking
algorithm (in a scope of radar air surveillance) dealing
with this contextual information, in addition to the classical
radar measurement information considered in this kind of
algorithms, will be presented.

2. Contextual Real Time Neural Tracking

2.1. Framework. The scheme shown below tries to mimic the
general workflow used by experts of the domain (i.e., air
traffic controllers) while trying to infer a proper estimate of
actual position for an unknown aerial mobile object based on
radar surveillance data acquired on a regular basis.

(i) Taking into account the last measurements, estimat-
ing velocity (speed and direction), a prediction of the
next approximate position, is inferred for the tracked
object (predicted estimation).

(ii) From this predicted estimation, considering contextual
information (i.e., trajectory followed by this target,
relative positions between close radar targets, and
existence and location of a possible enemy,. . .), along
with a priori knowledge such as modeling of basic
maneuverings, combat tactics [15] and other available
data in the field, like Rules of Engagement (RoE,
rules or directives to military forces that define the
circumstances, conditions, degree, and manner in
which force or actions which might be construed as
provocative,), may be applied which will allow us to
make corrections to the initial predicted estimation,
getting a filtered estimation [16].

As an example of basic maneuvering model, in this applica-
tion case, we will use a specific dogfight pursuit curves [17]
scenario.

A pursuit curve depicts trajectories followed by two
objects, the “rabbit” that tries to escape from the action radius
of the “fox” that tries to catch the former. These trajectories
imply two factors.

(1) The fox moves always in the direction of the rabbit,
trying to catch it.

(2) The fox varies its speed accordingly (proportional) to
the rabbit.

This trajectory is commonly known as “pure pursuit” in
the dogfight argot, and it is used when the pursuer wants

to maintain aiming of its weapons directly at the pursued
aircraft. Both aircraft move on a similar path based on the
premise of trying to hit and avoiding to be shot.

The pursuer trajectory will be conditioned to the pur-
sued trajectory, taking into account the factors previously
described.

This information of how threatened aircraft responds can
be used as a priori knowledge while attempting to estimate
future values of position and velocity for both type of aircraft
(pursued and pursuer).

A common characteristic of many tracking systems, in
context of air surveillance, is to consider them as real time
systems: their requirements specification includes timing
restrictions in the form of deadlines. Informally, a safety real
time system can be defined as one in which the damage
incurred by amissed deadline is greater as time passes beyond
the deadline [11, 18]. These real time systems are needed in a
number of application domains including air traffic control.

In a real-time system timely availability [19] of the results
is as important as accuracy. Future actions depend on both,
but it is even more important to have result in time to allow
the system to react to event than having too accurate results
but too late, when the environment has changed. This will
condition the proposed solution as an attempt of getting an
optimum relation “time of response/quality of response”.

To guarantee proper operation of a real-time system we
need to predict (to some extent) the general conditions to
meet with a real time constrains in order to ensure the system
will be responsible in the stated terms for the whole time of
operation [20].

2.2. Neural Tracking: State of the Art. Open literatures on
target maneuvering estimation from noisy position data
from radar data are very scanty. A detailed literature survey
has been carried out by Ananthasayanam et al. [21] and
Amoozegar [22].

Different tracking algorithms have been developed as 𝛼-
𝛽 filter, 𝛼-𝛽-𝛾 filter [8, 9] and Kalman filter [7, 9, 10]. Due
to the faster computing speed of current computers, more
and more systems use Kalman filter to track the target. In
practical systems there are many factors originating from the
tracked targets and the tracking system that lead to target
loss (i.e., a sudden maneuver of a target implies a tracking
system that it is accelerating unexpectedly, causing a bias in
the measurement sequence, will result in a target loss).

Though the Kalman filtering is a fundamental building
block for target maneuvering estimation, the NN techniques
have also been used by some researchers to improve the
estimation accuracy of Kalman estimates. In several cases [23,
24] a neural network-aided Kalman filter tracker has been
proposed to improve the accuracy of EK-estimated position
and velocity. Improvement in estimation using NN in planar
situation has been demonstrated. It has been also reported
that by aiding NN with Kalman filter, estimation accuracy in
both position and velocity improves considerably.

So, NN techniques (several along with fuzzy techniques)
were been used to maneuver detection or system variance
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Figure 3: “Pursuit curves” (in blue pursued, in red pursuer).

adjustment of the filter [25] which help to improve the
estimation obtained by a Kalman filter.

Chin [23] employed the backpropagation neural network
to aid the Kalman filter to reduce the estimation error. The
output of a trained NN is used to compensate the state
estimation. This algorithm does not change the structure or
parameter of the standard Kalman filter.

The defect for these approaches is that they will not
be easy to compensate well enough when large errors are
generated by the Kalman filter state.

Sundareshan [12] demonstrates the ability of a NN-based
tracking solution to realize improved tracking under
maneuver conditions using additional data, collected from
a diverse set of sensors. In this case the tracking solution

is improved using information which is possible to extract
from the measurements from imaging sensors (such as laser
radar, infrared sensor, or a sensor operating in the visible
frequency ranges).

Kong et al. [26] test whether a NN can be used to replace
the function of Kalman filter. After some modifications have
beenmade to the input/output vectors of theNN, the problem
of the radar tracking system using only measured data is
solved. No additional information is used in this solution.

On the other hand, NN have been used for learning
air combat maneuvers, not with the aim of solving a track-
ing problem but also to improve air combat maneuvering
strategies, providing training value to the users of simulators
[27].
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Schvaneveldt et al. [28] explore the applicability of NN
models in the domain of air combat maneuvering, incorpo-
rating in these models knowledge about air combat maneu-
vers and components of maneuvers as well as rudimentary
knowledge about maneuver planning and situational aware-
ness. The authors provide a review of Air Combat Expert
Simulation, a presentation of the implementation and testing
of the NN models and an overview of a software system
developed.

It is very usual to develop tracking systems, especially
applied to visual scope, which employ contextual information
as inputs to neural networks to address specific problems and
improve their performance [29, 30].

The main contribution of this paper is to integrate in
a tracking algorithm based on NN technique the available
knowledge on air combatmaneuvering strategies. In this way,
data from the environment, taken as contextual information,
which should be decisive in the trajectory decision for an
aircraft implied in a combat, are fused in a NN architecture
to obtain a new state estimation. The considered data are
derived, not only from the own radar measurements for the
target, but also from the overall global situationwhere combat
is taken place.

2.3. Proposed Neural Tracking Algorithm. In order to achieve
the objective of our case study, we separated estimation
and contextual enhancement into two different stages, both
using artificial neural networks as a basis to mapping and
information fusion.

(i) Basic estimation neural network (prediction NN). This
network operates as a classic particle filter allowing
inferring an initial rough estimate (predicted state)
of a tracked aircraft, where approximately our target
might be found.

(ii) Enhancement neural network (smoothing NN) [31,
32]. This second network augments previous esti-
mate with a priori information modeled upon basic
maneuvering, contextual informationwhichwill allow
us to obtain a more accurate estimate.

The artificial neural network used in this study is the well-
known multilayer perceptron (Figure 4) with a supervised
training framework based on the technique of error back-
propagation [33], and the number of input elements of both
networks is constrained to the bare minimum number of
neurons needed to characterize the input space and the
desired output while the number of layers will be constrained
to three using a unique hidden layer to connect input with
output space.

In our case study, as a simplification of the problem, the
input space considered will be 2D. So, radar measurements,
generally referenced to its own position, will be range and
azimuth to the detected target. It is usual to transform those
coordinates into Cartesian ones (𝑋,𝑌), related again to the
sensor (radar) ground position. In our case, we will use these
Cartesian coordinates.

Bias

Bias

Output layer

Input layer

Hidden
layer

k

i

j

Wkj

Wji

· · ·

· · ·

Figure 4: Multilayer perceptron network. 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘: layers, 𝑊𝑥𝑦: link
weights.

In the proposed solution, different NNs, with the same
scheme but different training, will be applied independently
to coordinates𝑋 and 𝑌.

For an “ideal” situation of air space using, considering
the target as an independent statistical variable, where no
previous condition exists on its movement, the NN used
for the components 𝑋 and 𝑌 would be exactly the same,
insomuch as its behavior in the NN will be exactly the same.

Nevertheless, in a real world, taking into account that an
aircraft trajectory is influenced by diverse external items (i.e.,
its takeoff point), it can be observed that different instances
of NN must be used for each component.

We set the position measured from the radar data at time
𝑡 as

𝑦 (𝑡) = 𝑥 (𝑡) + V (𝑡) , (1)

where 𝑦(𝑡) is obtained from the “true” 𝑥(𝑡) position that
should be ideally measured plus additive noise V(𝑡) from a
known probability distribution.

As input to the prediction NN which is used the last
samples provided from the sensor (radar), using Cartesian
coordinates: 𝑦(𝑡), 𝑦(𝑡 − 1), 𝑦(𝑡 − 2), 𝑦(𝑡 − 3), . . . 𝑋 or 𝑌
component [𝑦𝑥(𝑖), 𝑦𝑦(𝑖)]will be used each one in its ownNN.

Using absolute coordinates for 𝑋 and 𝑌 components
makes trajectories that look almost equal to be very different
when they start from far locations. Thus it makes training to
be very slow.

To overcome this limitation, in our prediction NN, we
use incremental sampling [26] [Δ𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑦(𝑡) − 𝑦(𝑡 −
1)]. Therefore the network will infer also estimates as an
increment [Δ𝑦𝑥𝑝𝑒(𝑡 + 1), Δ𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑒(𝑡 + 1)], instead of absolute
locations (Figure 5). This allows greater convergence rates
andmakes estimates invariant to absolute positions, being the
response given by the NN conditioned only by the maneuver
previously learnt, where Δ𝑦𝑥𝑝𝑒(𝑡 + 1) will be the component
𝑋 predicted for the measurement that should be received in
time 𝑡 + 1.
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Figure 5: Prediction NN.

Training data for this stage, using coordinates 𝑋, 𝑌
in different NN, can be generated upon simulated pursuit
trajectories, where sampling incorporates additive gaussian
noise V(𝑡) to mimic real data as those gathered from real
devices or from actual data provided by a real radar.

While it is desirable to have a proper output data to
validate network results, generally aircraft real position 𝑥(𝑡)
is impossible to know. Yet, considering an off-line training for
ourNNs, we can try two different approaches to this problem.

(1) Simulated data make possible to know this informa-
tion as we can store samples (𝑥(𝑡)) before noise (V(𝑡))
addition just to use them for validation.

(2) Using an off-line processing with an optimal filtering
algorithm, without real time requirements, accurate
enough to get estimates from a set of measurements
that could be used as a validating source during the
training phase.

In this study, option 1 was chosen as the good enough
alternative given the current scope of this work.

For the next stage, smoothing NN, the previous estimate is
adjusted using a second network where contextual informa-
tion extracted from the relative aerial situation of aircraft is
used as inputs to this NN. It means that estimated features,
location, or speed components of an aircraft status will be
estimated to be conditioned by this contextual information.
This is the great advantage of using this NN for track-
ing in maneuvers previously leant, considering contextual
information that in other case (classical algorithms) will be
impossible, or at least computationally very expensive, to be
taken into account.

In dogfight-pursuit case, a key factor for the pursuer will
be the angle to be maintained between it and the pursued.
In close combat scenarios, viability of weapons is restricted
to short-range defensive guns. Modern fighters have only
a forward firing fixed gun that can be used in short-range
dogfight. Thus pursuit trajectories are usually one of “lead
pursuit” “pure pursuit” and “lag pursuit” designed to position
the attacker in the optimal firing position while avoiding
overshooting the other aircraft and risk being exposed to
shooting instead.

This angle between pursuer and pursued trajectories, as
well as other features as relative distance, relative speed, and
so forth. can be incorporated as inputs to the smoothing

NN, and therefore consider this information as contextual
information that will be used in the tracking process.

In the same way that in prediction NN, the smoothing
NNwill receive as inputs the previously predicted increments
Δ𝑦𝑥𝑝𝑒(𝑡), Δ𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑒(𝑡) (by prediction NN) and trajectory form
being tracked, but we augment the information the network
will use with the components for distance between both
aircraft (𝛿𝑥𝑝(𝑡) and 𝛿𝑦𝑝(𝑡)), a key feature that will allow the
network to make a better estimate for a pure pursuit style.
𝛿𝑥𝑝(𝑡) and 𝛿𝑦𝑝(𝑡) will be calculate as the difference in

absolute position (𝑋 or 𝑌 component) between the pursuer
and pursued estimated position (it is an evidence that
tracking algorithm does not know actual position for pursuer
and pursued).

Absolute position (𝑋 or 𝑌 component) will be obtained
adding the successive Δ𝑦𝑥𝑠(𝑡), Δ𝑦𝑦𝑠(𝑡) increments to the
previously absolute position of the target (track initialization
is not considered in this paper), where Δ𝑦𝑥𝑠(𝑡) is obtained as
the output of smoothing NN (Figure 6).

This contextual information has been considered as use-
ful in this kind of trajectories, by the proper definition of these
curves. Nevertheless, in other trajectories, the contextual
information to be applied must be considered, taking into
account its appropriate parameterization to be used as a
proper input for smoothing NN. In fact, the inputs in the
smoothingNN should be defined according to this contextual
information used in this tracking process.

The combined two stages for neural tracking (Figure 6)
make final estimates more accurate and robust than trying
to make the combined work into a single neural network.
Also training times showed to be lower than using a single
network.

Starting from actual radar measurements, a neural-based
tracking algorithm has been defined to incorporate typical
noise as well as define contextual information useful in this
case of dogfight pursuit curves.

In simulation results for this case of study (Section 3
of this paper), it is observed that considering the last four
measurements received from radar and using a single hidden
layer with five neurons, the estimates obtained from this
tracking system considerably improves the estimates for the
𝛼-𝛽 filter [8, 9].

Since the structure of both neural networks is clearly
defined (previous paragraph), the computational cost for
this approach can be perfectly dimensioned and evaluated
according to the requirements proper of a real time system.
The time deadline for each execution of this tracking process
is totally bounded, and so it can be real time scheduled,
enabling us to evaluate if reacting to data received will
be within time intervals dictated by the environment [34].
Taking into account that training is executed offline, the
training time must not be considered for these real time
requirements.

3. Simulation Results

To train neural networks used in this case, a set of pursuit
curves, with random errors added to the measurements
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Figure 6: Dual stage neural tracking (𝑋 component position).

obtained for each curve, are used. This set of pursuit curves
includes different curves (Figure 3) and similar curves chang-
ing parameters in their definition.Nevertheless randomnoise
is generated for each specific case, so that no case is equal to
other, even when the same curve has been taken as reference.

To validate the trained neural networks new pursuit
curves are designed, with different mathematical definition
or changing parameters in curves previously defined. As it
was said before, in any curve definition new random noise
is added to this curve so that the data for any new curve will
always be different in each new case.

In any case, to train and to validate neural networks data
with random noise will be used, using “perfect” data (without
noise) only to compare the result curve with the “optimal”
estimate.

In Figure 7, results obtained by the NN tracking algo-
rithm proposed in this document are shown as representative
graphical examples. Previously NNs have been trained with a
certain set of pursuit curves (Figure 3), defined by different
parameters. Any case, the curves used and defined for
training and validation are always affected by a randomnoise.

Along with estimated curve, other useful curves are
presented. Next, what each curve, depending on its color,
represents is explained.

(i) Blue. Trajectory for the pursued plane. In this path
no error has been added. It is not used in tracking
process.

(ii) Black. Trajectory for the pursuer plane. In this path no
error has been added. This trajectory is conditioned
by a pursuit curve determined by the pursued plane
(blue trajectory). It is used as reference position to
calculate errors in estimate positions and not used in
tracking process.

(iii) Red. Trajectory for the pursuer plane considering
white noise added to the previous trajectory. It simu-
lates the actual radar detection. This trajectory, as the
previous one, is conditioned by a pursuit curve deter-
mined by the pursued plane (blue trajectory). This
data together with pursued data (affected by noise,
blue line plus noise) are used to calculate contextual
information to consider in tracking process.

(iv) Magenta. Estimated trajectory obtained by tracking
process from red trajectory according only to the
predicted increases by the prediction NN.

(v) Green. Final estimated trajectory by the smoothing
NN, obtained by tracking process from red trajectory
incorporating context information considered in the
estimation.This is the final estimation of the proposed
NN tracking algorithm.

(vi) Yellow. Estimated trajectory by 𝛼-𝛽 filter (g-h filter,
𝛼 = 0.5) [8, 9], classical filter. It is used as comparative
data.

Samples shown in Figure 7 have been obtained from a unique
trained neural network tracking entity (prediction NN and
smoothing NN for 𝑋 and 𝑌 component, four trained neural
networks).

Axis incorporates a scale to be able to compare the dif-
ferent results obtained in the tracking process. Measurement
units are not relevant, but considering a typical fighter-to-
fighter combat each unit could be considered as one tenyh of
nautical miles. Nevertheless, the same curves for helicopters
combat would imply different scale and therefore different
units.

Once the tracking NNs (prediction NN and smoothing
NN) has been trained, subjecting the NN architecture to a set
of validation data the following results are observed.

As additional information, like a magenta trajectory, it is
shown in the chart the first NN stage output, the prediction
NN, where no contextual information is considered. This
incremental values are the input for the second NN stage,
the smoothing NN, which provide us the final result (green
trajectory).

As training data for both neural networks a set of
trajectories, always with random noise generated for each
measurement, has been used. Each trajectory is compound
by 100 data. Three different training data sets have been
considered:

(a) a set of 10 trajectories (100 data per trajectory),
(b) a set of 20 trajectories,
(c) a set of 50 trajectories.

Once both neural networks were trained (a, b, or c),
a validation data set of 20 trajectories (again 100 data per
trajectory) was considered.The tracking process result for the
neural tracking algorithmproposed in this paper is compared
with classical 𝛼-𝛽 filter (g-h filter, 𝛼 = 0.5) [8, 9].

To compare the results between neural filter and classical
filter the following metrics are calculated for each tracked
trajectory.
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Table 1: Numerical results for different training cases (with 20 trajectories for validation).

NT MSE-X CT MSE-X NTMSE-Y CT MSE-Y CV X CV Y
TS = 50

Average 0,00434596 0,011301885 0,004514052 0,0115171 0,854828377 0,83420158
Minimum 0,003265019 0,009954887 0,003731276 0,00888355 0,746030615 0,64807045
Maximum 0,005497492 0,01299676 0,005526362 0,01324728 0,998696361 1,0484481

TS = 35
Average 0,00489405 0,01234154 0,00475068 0,01115477 0,85303732 0,85359688
Minimum 0,00397036 0,01076685 0,00359512 0,00806498 0,75620495 0,74105283
Maximum 0,00588607 0,0142457 0,00568751 0,01382003 0,96719392 1,06696146

TS = 20
Average 0,00479757 0,01202544 0,004705733 0,01126898 0,87205893 0,83188561
Minimum 0,00398021 0,01077879 0,003563132 0,00927324 0,69621001 0,67934719
Maximum 0,00574476 0,01397357 0,005927035 0,01349507 1,06844267 1,00220355

TS = 15
Average 0,00549193 0,01214101 0,00544172 0,01199342 0,87569316 0,83879903
Minimum 0,00380993 0,01011885 0,0041497 0,00983185 0,76183417 0,68802747
Maximum 0,00683425 0,01452005 0,00631471 0,01356212 1,00188802 0,9665112

TS = 10
Average 0,005817 0,01196749 0,005719515 0,0112769 0,89183096 0,8069522
Minimum 0,00470605 0,01021932 0,005033928 0,00887119 0,784827 0,64173938
Maximum 0,00753874 0,01393356 0,006757601 0,01438699 1,04596164 0,95789102

Table 2: Average results for different training cases (with 20 trajectories for validation).

TS NT MSE-X NTMSE-Y CT MSE-X CT MSE-Y CV X CV Y
10 0,005817 0,005719515 0,01196749 0,0112769 0,89183096 0,8069522
15 0,00549193 0,00544172 0,01214101 0,01199342 0,87569316 0,83879903
20 0,00479757 0,004705733 0,01202544 0,01126898 0,87205893 0,83188561
35 0,00489405 0,004750675 0,01234154 0,01115477 0,85303732 0,85359688
50 0,00434596 0,004514052 0,01130189 0,0115171 0,85482838 0,83420158
TS: training set size (number of trajectories); NT MSE-X: MSE component X neural tracking; NT MSE-Y: MSE component Y neural tracking; CT MSE-X:
MSE component X classical tracking; CTMSE-Y: MSE component Y classical tracking; CV X: CV component X for Neural Tracking; CV Y: CV component Y
for neural tracking.

(i) Mean square error (MSE) for each Cartesian com-
ponent (𝑋,𝑌), to quantify the difference between
values implied by a filter (neural or classical) and the
true values (ideal optimal estimate). For any different
[training set (a, b, c), validation set (20 trajectories),
and filter (neural, classical)] simulation minimum,
maximum, and average values are calculated.

(ii) Coefficient of variation (CV), again for each Carte-
sian component (𝑋,𝑌), as a normalized measure of
dispersion, independent of the unit in which the
measurement has been taken, applied to the differ-
ence between estimation error in neural tracking
and classical tracking (in each cartesian component).
Distributions with CV < 1 will be considered with
low variant. For any different [training set (a, b, c) or
validation set (20 trajectories)] simulationminimum,

maximum, and average values are calculated for
neural filter.

Numerical results for these metrics are shown in Table 1 for
the different considered training set size cases (validation
with 20 trajectories).

In each table, average, maximum and minimum, MSE
values are obtained from MSE calculated from the set of 20
estimated curves, comparing each estimated curve with the
ideal optimal solution, the real trajectory, without error.

The values shown in Table 2 are obtained as the average
results for the 20 validation trajectories considered in each
training case.

In Figure 8 it can be observed that MSE for neural
tracking decreases slowly as training set size is increased.

In the results introduced in Figure 8 it can be observed
that the trajectory estimated by the NN architecture, where
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Figure 7: Examples of estimated curves with one trained neural network tracking architecture.

contextual information is considered, shown in Figure 7 like
green trajectory, greatly improves the tracking performance
obtained with a classical tracking algorithm (𝛼-𝛽, 𝛼 = 0.5)
(Figure 9) (yellow trajectory in Figure 7). It is clearly reflected
in MSE values obtained.

Checking the CV for neural tracking (Figure 10) it can
be said that our neural filter provides estimation with low
variance (CV < 1) in both components𝑋 and 𝑌, or what it is
the same, the error in the provided estimation remains steady.
This data can be verified checking maximum and minimum
MSE values shown in Table 1 and comparing these values
with the obtained for the classical algorithm. So, clearly the

dispersion is improved comparing these data with the data
obtained for classical tracking algorithm.

In Figure 10, it can be seen that as the training set
size increase the CV both component equal, decreasing the
difference in variance between them.

The estimated trajectory fairly accurately fits the
trajectory free of error (black trajectory), removing much of
the noise that might contain the measurements provided as
input data.

The results presented in this paper must be taken as
purely experimental results, which have allowed us to study
the feasibility of the proposal outlined here, considering the
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Figure 9: MSE for classical tracking (Series 1 = 𝑋, series 2 = 𝑌).

case previously exposed as a concrete case study. For each
considered case, a verification and validation scheme for the
NN implemented must be developed [35].

4. Conclusions

In this case study the objective is to document a proposal to
incorporating contextual information, which can be found in
certain aircraft maneuvers, to a typical estimation and track-
ing process running on any air surveillance radar system.

The aim of incorporate this contextual information is to
decrease the uncertainty and imprecision that accompany any
radarmeasurementwhich is used to feed this kind of systems.

This contextual information must be considered for the
maneuvers to be estimated: it is completely different to
estimate a fighter-to-fighter combat curve than to estimate a
fighter air-to-ground attack. In our case, the study is adapted
to a specific fighter-to-fighter combat maneuvering.

The idea of incorporating contextual information to an
air target estimation/tracking algorithm in the scope of
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Figure 10: CV for neural tracking (Series 1 = 𝑋, series 2 = 𝑌).

radar surveillance, taking into account the own requirements
of this real time systems, implementing this on a neural
network architecture, which will allow us to ignore the
complexity of formulating the rules for the integration of this
information with the information directly contained into the
radar measurements provided as inputs to the system, allows
us to use this solution as an alternative to the traditional
tracking algorithms, with a purely statistical approach.

The implemented NN architecture, with a set of NNs,
gives the system a more robust behavior against a possible
implementation on a single network, where all information
used in this estimation process could be incorporated.

The results presented for the simulations are likely to
preclude the use of this proposal which would be accepted
as a possible tracking algorithm to be used under certain
conditions, improving the results obtained in these specific
cases.

The dependence of the used NNs to the conditions
presented, as well as the need to achieve convergence in
the estimation results against the expected results, makes
advisable to use a set of NNs, connected with a certain
architecture, where the contextual information applied to
each case would be dependent on the own curve definition
to be estimated.
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This paper presents a prototype for adapting workplaces for disabled people. The effective integration of people with disabilities in
the workplace is a huge challenge to society, and it presents an opportunity to make use of new technologies. The project, called
AZTECA, aims to developnew tools that contribute to the employment of groups of peoplewith visual, hearing, ormotor disabilities
in office environments.These different tools for the disabled people have beenmodelledwith intelligent agents that useWeb services.
These agents are implemented and deployed within the PANGEA platform so PANGEA conforms the skeleton of the system and
allows to develop an integral system. The main target of prototype presented in this work is the people detection using ZigBee
technology and the personalization of the workplace according to the user’s disability.

1. Introduction

Due to the advance of technologies and communications,
intelligent systems have become an integral part ofmany peo-
ple’s lives, available products and services have become more
varied and capable, and users expect to be able to personalize
a product or service to meet their individual needs, no longer
accepting a “one size fits all” solution. Personalization can
range from simple cosmetic factors, such as custom ring
tones, to the complex tailoring of the presentation of a shop-
ping website to a user’s personal interests and their previous
purchasing behavior [1]. These innovative techniques are
expected to expand to a wide range of fields. One of the seg-
ments of the population expected to benefit with the advance
of personalized systems, which will contribute to improve
their quality of life [2], is people with disabilities [3]. It is
important to study the different procedures that facilitate the
adaption of these systems to the disability of each user,
allowing them to experience improvement in their quality of
life and in their work production.

There are currently a number of barriers that make it dif-
ficult for persons with disabilities to be incorporated into

the workforce and, consequently, for businesses to include
them among their personnel. The greatest challenges for
incorporating these individuals into the workforce are per-
sonal autonomy (mobility), information processing (langu-
age, knowledge of numbers, learning tasks, and spatial ori-
entation), attitude toward work (responsibility, attention,
rhythm, organization, work relationships, security, interest,
etc.), emotional control, interpersonal relationships, and self-
determination. It becomes necessary, therefore, to provide
new tools that can eliminate these barriers and facilitate the
integration of this group of individuals into the workforce.
The solutions that can make it possible to reach these goals
should consider the type and degree of disability, since the
objectives for the integration of these individuals are condi-
tioned by the special needs of each type of disability.

In the near future, public and private companies will be
provided with intelligent systems specifically designed to
facilitate interaction with human users. These intelligent sys-
tems will be able to personalize the services offered to the
users according to their specific profile. It is necessary to
improve the services provided as well as the way to offer them
[4]. Technologies such as Multiagent Systems (MAS) and
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Ambient Intelligence based on mobile devices have been
recently explored as a system of interaction with dependent
people [5]. These systems can provide support in the daily
lives of dependent people [6].

This paper presents a multiagent based proximity detec-
tion prototype, specifically developed for a work environ-
ment, which can facilitate tasks such as activating and person-
alizing the work environment; these apparently simple tasks
are in reality extremely complicated for some people with
disabilities. Each user has a unique profile which identifies its
disability and adapts its workplace with all the tools needed.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next
section introduces the technologies for localization systems
and presents open MAS. Section 3 presents the proximity
prototype system and the agent platform used for its design
and integration. Section 4 explains the case study and, finally,
in Section 5 some conclusions and future work are presented.

2. Background

This section will review different existing localization tech-
nologies, highlighting those that enable indoor tracking.
Different open MAS technologies that can integrate and
process data received from location systems will then be
analyzed.

2.1. Technologies for Localization Systems. Localization sys-
tems can identify and locate different elements within a
specific environment. Localization systems are composed of
two elements: sensors and tags. The tags are found in the
elements to be located, while the sensors are usually placed
in fixed location, thus generating a sensor network that can
locate different devices.

There are currently different localization systems based
on the type of technology used. Among different available
alternatives are the following.

(i) GPS: the operation of a real-time GPS (Global Posi-
tioning System) localization system basically consists
of a set of satellites (fixed transmitters) that contin-
ually send information, which is gathered by mobile
devices (receivers). These receivers calculate position
based on the satellite coordinates, meaning that the
more satellite references available, the greater the pre-
cision in calculating location. A minimum of 3 refer-
ences are required in order to calculate position.

(ii) GSM/GPRS: mobile phone operators also offer local-
ization services.They function by using the same net-
work of antennas provided by the telephone service.
In this case, the localization can be made through the
mobile device or the service provider since both the
antennas and the devices are at once transmitters and
receivers.The localization is calculated by using para-
meters such as signal receive time, angles of incidence,
and triangulation of signals or relevant cells.

(iii) RFID: Radio Frequency Identification Technology
(RFID) [7] is another alternative used to develop real-
time localization systems. It functions through a net-
work of readers and RFID tags. The readers transmit
a continuous RF signal which is received by the tags,
which in turn respond to the readers by sending a
numerical identification. In this type of localization
process, each reader covers a specific area through
its RF signal (reading field). When a tag passes
through the reading field of a particular reader, the
tag is said to be in its zone. An RFID system is
essentially composed of four elements: (1) tags, (2)
readers, (3) antennas and radios, and (4) processing
hardware [7, 8].The tags or RFID chips can be passive
(without batteries), in which case they are referred
to as transponders [7]. Transponders are significantly
cheaper and are much smaller in size than active
chips (with batteries), but they have a much smaller
range. The primary applications of RFID technology
are found in industrial, transport, and other fields,
although its application in other sectors, including
medicine, is increasingly important [7–9].

(iv) Wi-Fi: localization systems based on Wi-Fi [10] use
devices from wireless networks to calculate position,
a mesh of nodes (transmitters and fixed receivers)
that function as a reference for mobile nodes. The
system calculates the position of the mobile nodes
using the signals received by the fixed nodes. There
are many techniques for processing these signals
and determining position, including symbolic or
signpost localization, triangulation, trilateration, and
heuristics. Localization based on Wi-Fi networks has
three primary components: (1) a tag that sends and
receives signals using the 802.11 standard [11], (2) a
WLAN infrastructure formed by access points and
controllers, and (3) a localization engine consisting
of software capable of interpreting the information
provided by the Wi-Fi infrastructure and the tags to
provide data relative to the location of the user [12].

(v) Another technology that works, as does Wi-Fi, in
the 2.4GHZ ISM band, is the well-known Bluetooth
standard. It can be used to build RTLSs, mainly
based on RSSI measurements; like Wi-Fi, it also uses
locating techniques such as signpost, fingerprinting,
or trilateration. The greatest inconvenience, which
invalidates this technology for our proposal, is the
difficulty in building WSNs made up of more than 8
devices [13].

(vi) ZigBee is a low-cost, low-power consumption and
two-way wireless communication standard that was
developed by the ZigBee Alliance [14]. The ZigBee
standard allows operating in the ISM (industrial,
scientific, andmedical) band, which includes 2.4GHz
almost all over the world. The underlying IEEE
802.15.4 standard is designed to work with low-power
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limited resources nodes [15]. ZigBee adds network
and application layers over IEEE 802.15.4 and allows
more than 65.000 nodes to be connected in a mesh
topology WSN. Another standard to deploy WSNs
is Bluetooth [16]. This standard also operates in the
2.4GHz band and allows creating star topologyWSNs
of up to 8 devices, one acting as master and the rest as
slaves, but it is possible to create largerWSNs through
devices that belong simultaneously to several WSNs.
However, it is not easy to integrate devices from
different technologies into a singleWSN [17].The lack
of a common architecturemay lead to additional costs
due to the necessity of deploying interconnection
elements amongst different WSNs.

Themost appropriate technologies for indoor localization
are based on ZigBee and Wi-Fi since the satellite signals
required by other technologies, such as GPS, limit their use
to outdoors. Other networks such as GSM can locate, but
their high margin of error prevents their consideration. The
advantage of Wi-Fi is the reduced cost of the infrastructure
and the existence of mobile terminals that the users have,
which support the technology. The precision of Wi-Fi is
inferior to ZigBee, but the cost is also much less. Given its
excellent precision and the ability to be deployed quickly and
easily, ZigBee was chosen for the prototype. It is designed to
be embedded in consumer electronics, home and building
automation, industrial controls, PC peripherals, medical sen-
sor applications, toys, and games; it is intended for home,
building, and industrial automation purposes, addressing the
needs of monitoring, control, and sensory network applica-
tions [14].

Our prototype must allow precise and efficient indoor
locating because computers are very close to each other, for
which reason the Real-Time Locating Systems (RTLS) model
was chosen. The infrastructure of a Real-Time Locating Sys-
tem contains a network of reference nodes called readers [18]
and mobile nodes known as tags [18, 19]. Tags send a broad-
cast signal which includes a unique identifier associated to
each tag. The readers then obtain the identifier as well as
specific measurements of the signal. These measurements
give information about the power of the received signal (e.g.,
RSSI), its quality (e.g., LQI, Link Quality Indicator), the
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), or the Angle of Arrival (AoA) to
the reader, amongst many others. These signals are gathered
and processed in order to calculate the position of each tag.

RTLS can be categorized by its type of wireless sensor
infrastructure and by the locating techniques used to calcu-
late the position of the tags. This way, there is a range of
several wireless technologies, such as RFID, Wi-Fi, UWB
(Ultrawide Band), Bluetooth, and ZigBee and also a wide
range of locating techniques that can be used for determining
the position of the tags [20].

2.2. Open MAS. There are many different platforms available
for creating multiagent systems that facilitate working with
agents [21–24]; however our aim is to have a tool that allows
users to create an increasingly open and dynamic multiagent
systems. The architecture proposed within the framework of

this project assumes a significant and objective improvement
over existing systems for the integration of people with
physical disabilities into the work force [25, 26]. The Euro-
pean project CommonWell [27] proposes an architecture to
support European citizens with limited mobility or a hearing
or visual impairment. However, it focuses on the elderly
and does not incorporate either advanced adaptive interfaces
or identification and localization elements. The European
project DTV4A11 [28] proposes the use of digital television
to integrate persons with disabilities, but it relies on the
television as the only mechanisms to provide services. The
European projectMonAMI [29] proposes a global framework
to offer services to the elderly and handicapped, but it focuses
on providing these individuals with a more independent
lifestyle. At a national level, the DISCATEL project [30] aims
to incorporate persons with disabilities to contact centers or
allow them to telecommute from their homeor residence.The
INREDIS project (Interfaces for the Relationship between
People with Disabilities [31]) is a CENIT project headed by
Technosite, which is investigating the concept of using per-
sonal devices with interoperability and ubiquitous character-
istics to strengthen accessibility of persons with disabilities.
However, this project is based on personal devices and not an
integral architecture capable of offering personalized services.
The eVia platform has the INCLUTEC [32] study group,
which is oriented toward analysis, and promotes the use
and development of mobility mechanisms, such as assisted
wheelchairs and specialized vehicle, alternative and enhanced
communication, manipulation, and cognition.

All previous platforms have very general objectives and
in many cases include a high theoretical component. For the
most part, the solution is focused as much on the collective
group of the elderly as on the social integration of persons
with disabilities.TheAZTECAproject develops the PANGEA
platform whose novelty is a dynamic and adaptable archi-
tecture capable of integrating new services for incorporating
persons with visual, hearing, or mobile impairments into
the workforce. In conjunction with PANGEA, AZTECA
contains an innovative solution with a high technological
component that, unlike any architecture known to exist at
this point, is capable of integrating adaptive interface systems,
identification and localization systems, indoor guiding, and
training and workplace virtualization systems using the TV
and the internet for the integration of persons with physical
disabilities into the workforce. This platform was used to
build the base architecture of an integral support systems for
disabled persons in the workplace.

3. System Overview

The proposed proximity detection system is based on the
detection of presence by a localized sensor called the control
point (where the ZigBeeReaderAgent is deployed), which
has a permanent and known location. Once the ZigBee tag
carried by the person has been detected and identified, its
location is delimited within the proximity of the sensor
that identified it. Consequently, the location is based on the
criteria of presence and proximity, according to the precision
of the system and the number of control points displayed.
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Disabled person

Workplaces

RSSL1

RSSL2

Figure 1: Diagram of proximity distance detection based on RSSI.

The parameter used to carry out the detection of proxim-
ity is the RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indication), a param-
eter that indicates the strength of the received signal. This
force is normally indicated in mW or using logarithmic units
(dBm). 0 dBm is equivalent to 1mW. Positive values indicate
a signal strength greater than 1mW, while negative values
indicate a signal strength less than 1mW.

Under normal conditions, the distance between transmit-
ter and receiver is inversely related to the RSSI value mea-
sured in the receiver; in other words, the greater the distance,
the lower the signal strength received. This is the most com-
monly used parameter among RTLS.

As shown in Figure 1, the tag located between two readers
will be recognized by each reader with different RSSI levels.

RSSI levels provide an appropriate parameter for allowing
our system to function properly. However, variations in both
the signal transmission and the environment require us to
define an efficient algorithm that will allow us to carry out our
proposal.This algorithm is based on the use of a step or mea-
surement levels (5 levels were used). The tags default to level
0. When a user enters the range or proximity indicated by an
RSSI level of−50, the levels are activated as shown in Figure 2.
Thismeans that the user is close to a reader tag and the level is
increased by one unit. While the values received are less than
the given range, each measurement of the system activates a
level. However, if the values received fall outside the range,
the level is deactivated.When themaximumnumber of levels
has been activated, the system interprets this to mean that
the user is within the proximity distance of detection and
wants to use the computer equipment. Consequently, the
mechanisms are activated to remotely switch on both the
computer and the profile specific to the user’s disability.

Reaching an initial level of 0 means that the user has
moved a significant distance away from the workspace, and
the computer is turned off.

The system uses a LAN infrastructure that uses the wake-
on-LAN protocol for the remote switching on and off of
equipment. Wake-on-LAN/WAN is a technology that allows
a computer to be turned on remotely by a software call. It
can be implemented in both local area networks (LAN) and
wide area networks (WAN) [33]. It has many uses, including
turning on a Web/FTP server, remotely accessing files stored
on a machine, telecommuting, and, in this case, turning on
a computer even when the user’s computer is turned off
[34]. The Wake-On-LAN protocol defines a package called
“Magic Package” shown in Figure 3. This package contains

   

Signal strength <−50

Signal strength >−50

Level

Level

Signal strength >−50

Figure 2: System operation according to levels.

the MAC address of the machine that is desired to switch
on. The Magic Package is sent by the link data layer to all the
NICs (Network InterfaceControllers) using the address of the
network diffusion.The frame is formed by 6 bytes (FF-FF-FF-
FF-FF-FF) followed by 16 repetitions of 48 bits that represent
the MAC address. The frame has 102 bytes in total.

This proximity detection prototype is integrated within
an open MAS that includes all the agents and information
needed to create an integral system for helping disabled
people in the workplace.

Open MAS are systems in which the structure is able to
change dynamically. Its components are not known a priori,
change over time, and may be heterogeneous.The openMAS
must allow the participation of heterogeneous agents with
different architectures and even languages [35]. This makes
it difficult to rely on the agents’ behavior and necessitates
controls based on societal norms or rules.The openMASwas
created using PANGEA.

3.1. Description of PANGEA. PANGEA is a service-oriented
platform that allows the implemented open MAS to take
maximum advantage of the distribution of resources. To this
end, all services are implemented as Web services. Due to
its service orientation, different tools modeled with agents
that consume Web services can be integrated and operated
from the platform, regardless of their physical location or
implementation. This makes it possible for the platform to
include both a service provider agent and a consumer agent,
thus emulating client-server architecture. The provider agent
(a general agent that provides a service) knows how to contact
the Web service, while the remaining agents know how to
contact with the provider agent due to their communication
with the ServiceAgent, which contains information about
services.

Once the client agent’s request has been received, the pro-
vider agent extracts the required parameters and establishes
contact. Once received, the results are sent to the client agent.
Using Web services also allows the platform to introduce the
SOA (Service-OrientedArchitecture) [36] intoMAS systems.
SOA is an architectural style for building applications that use
services available in a network such as the web. It promotes
loose coupling between software components so that they can
be reused. Applications in SOA are built based on services.
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Figure 3: Wake-on-LANMagic Packet.
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Figure 4: System architecture.

Using PANGEA, the platform will automatically launch
the following agents.

(i) OrganizationManager: this agent is responsible for
the actual management of organizations and subor-
ganizations. It is responsible for verifying the entry
and exit of agents and for assigning roles. To carry
out these tasks, it works with the OrganizationAgent,
which is a specialized version of this agent.

(ii) InformationAgent: this agent is responsible for
accessing the database containing all pertinent system
information.

(iii) ServiceAgent: this agent is responsible for recording
and controlling the operation of services offered by
the agents.

(iv) NormAgent: this agent ensures compliance with all
the refined norms in the organization.

(v) CommunicationAgent: this agent is responsible for
controlling communication among agents and for
recording the interaction between agents and organi-
zations.

(vi) Sniffer: it manages the message history and filters
information by controlling communication initiated
by queries.

The platform agents are implemented with Java, while the
agents of the detection prototype are implemented in NET
and nesC. These agents interact with the specific agents of
the detection prototype; their interactions can be seen in
Figure 4.
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<?xml version=\"1.0\" encoding=\"UTF-8\" standalone=\"yes\"?>
<accessForAlluser>
<language>spa</language>
<control>
<onscreenKeyboard>
<usage>preferred</usage>
</onscreenKeyboard>
</control>
</accessForAlluser>

User

Information tag Information tag
Tag identification

Request

Request

User profile

User personalization

Data store

WS

ZigBeeReaderAgent ClientComputerAgent UsersProfileAgent ServiceAgent

[distance PC < RSSI range]: detection

Figure 5: Request sequence diagram.

(i) ZigBeeManagerAgent: it manages communication
and events and is deployed in the server machine.

(ii) UsersProfileAgent: it is responsible formanaging user
profiles and is also deployed in the server machine.

(iii) ClientComputerAgent: these are user agents located
in the client computer. They are responsible for
detecting the user’s presence with ZigBee technology
and for sending the user’s identification to the Zig-
BeeManagerAgent. They manage the strength of the
signal in order to determine how close or far away
the user is.These agents are responsible for requesting
the profile role adapted for the user to the Profile-
ManagerAgent when the user’s equipment needs to
be turned on and personalized. Each ClientCom-
puterAgent is located in a piece of office equipment
(computer).

(iv) DatabaseAgent: the detection proximity system uses
a database, which stores data related to the users, sen-
sors, computer equipment and status, and user pro-
files. It can also communicate with the Information-
Agent of PANGEA.

(v) ZigBeeCoordinatorAgent: it is included in the ZigBee
device and is responsible for coordinating the other
ZigBee devices in the office.

(vi) ZigBeeReaderAgent: these agents are included in sev-
eral ZigBee devices that are used to detect the pres-
ence of a user. This agent is responsible for managing
the personalized information for each user.

Every user in the proposed system carries a ZigBee tag,
which is detected by a ZigBeeReaderAgent located in each
system terminal and continuously in communication with

the ClientComputerAgent. Thus, when a user tag is suffi-
ciently close to a specific terminal (within a range defined
according to the strength of the signal), the ZigBeeReaderA-
gent can detect the user tag and immediately send a message
to the ClientComputerAgent. Next, this agent communicates
the tag identification to the UsersProfileAgent, which con-
sults the database to create the XML file that is returned to
the ClientComputerAgent. The ClientComputerAgent then
interacts with the ServiceAgent to invoke the Web services
needed to personalize the computer according to the user’s
profile.

Figure 5 presents a sequence diagram that shows the
interaction between the agents involved in a case of user
detection by the prototype.The note of the sequence diagram
shows an example of XML used to identify the user profile.

4. Case Study

This paper presents a proximity detection system that is used
by people with disabilities to facilitate their integration in
the workplace. The main goal of the system is to detect the
proximity of a person to a computer using ZigBee technology.
This allows an individual to be identified and different actions
to be performed on the computer, thus facilitating work-
place integration: automatic switch on/off of the computer,
identifying user profile, launching applications, and adapting
the job to the specific needs of the user. As a result of
the ZigBee technology, the prototype is notably superior to
existing technologies using Bluetooth, infrareds, or radiofre-
quencies and is highly efficient with regard to detection
and distance. Additionally, different types of situations in a
work environment were taken into account, including nearby
computers, shared computers as can be seen in Figure 6.
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Table 1: Example of a user profile.

Parameter Value Description
Screen

Usage Preferred/unpreferred Field to describe if this tool is used.
InvertColourChoice 1/0 Field to describe if the colors are inverted.
Magnification 1–200 Field to describe the level of magnification the user want on the screen.

Narrator
Usage Preferred/unpreferred Field to describe if this tool is used.
SpeechRate 1–10 Field to describe the speed of narration.
Volume 1–10 Field to describe the volume level of the tool.

Language
Lenguage ISO 3166-1 alfa-3 Field to describe the user’s language.

Virtual keyboard
Usage Preferred/unpreferred Field to describe if this tool is used.

Head mouse
Usage Preferred/unpreferred Field to describe if this tool is used.
CursorAcceleration 1–10 Field to describe the accelerating the cursor.
CursorSpeed 1–10 Field to describe the speed of the cursor.
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Figure 6: Diagram of a work environment.

Our case study included a distribution of computers and
laptops in a real office environment, separated by a distance
of 2meters. The activation zone is approximately 90 cm, a
distance considered close enough to be able to initiate the
activation process. It should be noted that there is a “sensitive
area” in which it is unknown exactly which computer should
be switched on; this is because two computers in close
proximity may impede the system’s efficiency from switching
on the desired computer. Tests demonstrate that the optimal
distance separating two computers should be at least 40 cm.

User profiles stored data related to applications that are
useful to users. These data can be classified according to the
application, as shown in Table 1. As can be seen, the system
stores in user profiles parameters related to the use of the
computer such as the cursor speed, magnification, or colors.
All this information is configurable in the prototype, which
can be adapted to future users with other preferences related
to its disabilities.

Figure 7 shows the equipment needed. On the left of the
image appears the tag which the user must carry on in order
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Figure 7: Necessary equipment.

Figure 8: Images taken during the tests.

Figure 9: Screenshot of the prototype in the main server.

Figure 10: Screenshot of the prototype in the main server.
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to be detected. Next to it is the tag that works as a router and
should be connected to the computer to be turned on when
the presence of the user has been detected.

Figure 8 shows two images taken during the test. On the
left, a user places the tag containing personalized information
in his pocket where it is easily detectable. To the right we can
see the tag router placed beneath the user’s workplace desk.

Figure 9 shows two tools that the system provides in the
main server where the ZigBeeManagerAgent is running. The
tools shown in the top screen allow tracking the flow of
events and controlling which computers are on and who the
users are, identifying their tags and consulting the UsersPro-
fileManagerAgent. Moreover, this tool allows for the remote
execution of applications or programs. Figure 10 shows the
screen that appears in the user’s computer when someone
with a tag is sufficiently close to it.The ClientComputerAgent
running in this computer detects the user’s presence and then
switches on the computer with all the personal configu-
rations. The computer is automatically connected with the
user’s personal information, allowing the computer to be
configured according to the user’s profile.

Analyzing in detail the impact in the case of study, the
following qualitative advantages were found with respect to
other approaches with different platforms or technologies.

(1) The PANGEA platform thanks to its Web service
orientation has allowed us to include progressively
more different tools related to each profile. As the
ServiceAgent is responsible for management of ser-
vice, the new tools have just to register their provider
agents with the correspondingWeb services.This fact
is very important since the whole system is still being
extendedwithmore tools for disable people and in the
future, new tools could be designed.

(2) Another important fact is that the PANGEA platform
could be now used in different areas since the purpose
is to control and manage open MAS whatever its
application or case study. Its design is capable to han-
dle norms, roles, and heterogeneous agents allowing
the development of complex organizations of agents.

(3) The proximity detection tool has been implemented
with a very successful technology such as ZigBee.
We can deploy the system in any office and in a
very quickly way. Moreover, the tests in real offices
demonstrate that it is possible to differentiate which
computer should be switched on/off for each user.
The information of the users’ tags enables the sys-
tem to execute the most suitable profile associated
with a concrete configuration. This configuration can
include different screen parameters anddifferent tools
or programs to be automatically executed. Conse-
quently, the disabled people have any computer of an
office ready to start working.

5. Conclusions

This prototype allows the detection and identification of a
user, making it possible to identify any special needs, and

for the computer to be automatically adapted for the user’s
individual use. This allows the system to define and manage
the different profiles of people with disabilities, facilitating
their job assimilation by automatically switching on or off
the computer upon detecting the user’s presence, or initiating
a procedure that automatically adapts the computer to the
personal needs of the user. This prototype is specifically
oriented to facilitate the integration of people with disabilities
into the workplace.

The prototype is part of a complete and global project
called AZTECA, in which different tools for helping disabled
people will be included. Using PANGEA, which models all
services as Web services and promotes scalability, the future
addition of all services conforming to the global project will
be easier. Some of these future services include pointer servi-
ces, predictivewritingmechanisms, adaptation for alternative
peripheral, virtual interpretations in language of signs, and
identification of objects by means of RFID.

With PANGEA it is possible to integrate agents into devi-
ces used tomeasure the signal levels in aWSN, allowing infor-
mation to be gathered and processed by the system both effi-
ciently and simply. PANGEA also facilitates communication
mechanisms and error tolerance levels in communication,
thus allowing distributed computing in the application.
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Automated Planning has been successfully used in many domains like robotics or transportation logistics. However, building
an action model is a difficult and time-consuming task even for domain experts. This paper presents a system, asra-amla, for
automatically generating planning action models from sensor readings. Activity recognition is used to extract the actions that a
user performs and the states produced by those actions. Then, the sequences of actions and states are used to infer a planning
action model. With this approach, the system can automatically build an action model related to human-centered activities. It
allows us to automatically build an assistance system for guiding humans to complete a task using Automated Planning. To test
our approach, a new dataset from a kitchen domain has been generated. The tests performed show that our system is capable of
extracting actions and states correctly from sensor time series and creating a planning domain used to guide a human to complete
a task correctly.

1. Introduction

Activity recognition (AR) systems have been widely used in
the past to detect activities of daily living (ADL) [1], but most
of the literature describes approaches that detect the whole
activity like in [2–6]. In order to provide assistance for the
user to complete an activity or task, it would be desirable to
detect the subtasks or actions (e.g., opening/closing cabinets)
that compose an activity (e.g., preparing an omelette) and
the effects that these actions have (omelette cooked). So,
recognizing such actions and their effects while a user tries
to accomplish a task could be used to check if the user is
completing the task correctly. This way, a correct sequence of
actions can be generated to accomplish the task successfully.
In order to generate the sequence of actions, Automated
Planning (AP) tools could be used, but they require to have
an action model. Such model could be generated by experts
manually, but usually this is a time-consuming and error-
prone process.

Hence, the goal of this work is to build a system capable
of guiding users while they are completing an activity. The
system will be able to recognize, from sensor time series, the
actions performed by a user while completing the activity,
and the states of the system produced by those actions. Using

that information, the proposed system generates a user action
model represented as a STRIPS (Stanford Research Institute
Problem Solver) planning domain in the standard language
PDDL (Planning Domain Definition Language) [7]. Then,
the generated planning domain will be used by an automated
planner to generate plans (sequences of actions) to accom-
plish a task. These plans can be used to provide assistance to
people in daily activities.

This paper describes a system, called asra-amla (Action
and States Recognition Algorithm-Action Model Learning
Algorithm), that automatically learns an user actionmodel to
assist users while they cook a recipe. Also, this action model
could be used for plan recognition, as it is shown in [8].

In order to automatically generate the planning action
model, the preconditions and effects of each action have to be
learned from sensor readings. For that reason, the segmenta-
tion of the time series is a key issue since the typical method
used, the temporal sliding windows, may overlap several
actions. Instead, this work employs amethod based on events
whichwas first used in [9].The events produced by changes in
the environment, like the actions do, are used to split the sen-
sor time series. A segmentation method based on events may
produce better results for generating planning action models
than a method based on fixed-length sliding-windows as it is
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shown in [9]. Once the sensors time series were segmented,
two differentmodels to recognize actionswere compared em-
ploying different features in order to obtain the best classifier.
We used six different machine learning algorithms in the
experiments. The best model was then used to generate the
sequences of actions employed to build the action model in
PDDL.

The main contribution of this paper is the creation of a
system capable of the following: first, recognizing user ac-
tions; second, automatically generating user action models,
represented as a STRIPS planning domain in PDDL, using
the recognized actions and the states of the sensors between
the actions; finally, assisting users by providing a sequence
of actions to accomplish a goal. In this work, an user action
model is defined as a representation of the actions that user
performs. Planning action models are user action models
represented as a planning domain in PDDL.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
a brief introduction to Automated Planning is given and
in Section 3 the asra-amla system is described. Datasets
and models generated for testing are presented in Section 4,
whereas Section 5 discusses relatedwork. Finally, the findings
are summarised in Section 6.

2. Automated Planning

Since the main objective of this paper is to learn a planning
domain, this work focused on classical Automated Planning
(AP) (more specifically in STRIPS planning). A STRIPS plan-
ning task can be defined as a tuple 𝑃 = {𝐹, 𝐴, 𝐼, 𝐺}, where
𝐹 is a set of instantiated predicates, 𝐴 is a set of instantiated
actions, and 𝐼 ⊆ 𝐹 and 𝐺 ⊆ 𝐹 are the initial state and the
set of goals, respectively. Each action 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 is represented as
three sets: 𝑝𝑟𝑒(𝑎) ⊆ 𝐹 (preconditions), list of predicates that
need to be true for the application of the action 𝑎; 𝑎𝑑𝑑(𝑎) ⊆ 𝐹

(adds), list of predicates made true by the application of 𝑎;
and 𝑑𝑒𝑙(𝑎) ⊆ 𝐹 (deletes), list of predicates that are no longer
true after the application of 𝑎. A plan 𝜋 = {𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . , 𝑎𝑛} is an
ordered set of actions 𝑎𝑖 ∈ 𝐴 that achieves a goal state from
the initial state 𝐼.

On the other hand, AR systems try to infer the plan that
a user performs from sensor raw data. So, this work tries to
narrow the gap between AP and AR by building AP domains
using real sensor data with AR methods. Our system tries
to automatically learn the preconditions, adds and deletes
of each action using AR in order to build a planning action
model.

Figure 1 shows an example of one action learned in PDDL.
It describes the action pick-up(param1,param2) which has
two parameters. It only has one precondition, in(param2,par-
am1). Its effects are that in(param2,param1) is no longer true
and holding(param1) becomes true. Actions in the PDDL
language are parametrized while most current planners in-
stantiate the actions with problem objects to obtain the set of
instantiated actions 𝐴. The learning system learns the para-
metrized version, because it is more general and applicable to
all problems in a given domain.

(:action pick-up

:parameters (?param1 - moveable

?param2 - surface)

:precondition

(and

(in ?param2 ?param1)

)

:effect

(and

(not (in ?param2 ?param1))

(holding ?param1)))

Figure 1: Example of an action learned by the AMLA module.

3. ASRA-AMLA System Description

asra-amla is composed of two modules. The first one, asra
(Action and States Recognition Algorithm), extracts actions
and states from the sensor readings creating a sequence of
interleaved actions and states.The second one, amla (Action
Model Learning Algorithm), builds an AP domain from the
sequences generated by asra. Both modules are described in
the next sections. Figure 2 shows a schema of the architecture
of the whole system.

3.1. asra: Action and States Recognition Algorithm. The ob-
jective of asra-amla is to learn a planning action model, an
AP domain in PDDL; so, in order to accomplish such a task,
the asra module recognizes the actions the user performs
and also provides enough information to learn the precon-
ditions and effects of each action recognized by the system.
It recognizes the state of the environment before and after
every action. In order to recognize states, the sensors should
detect the changes that the actions produce. For instance, an
accelerometer in an arm can provide information to recog-
nize certain activities [10] (e.g., peeling), but it does not
provide information about the effects of those activities (e.g.,
potato1 is peeled). So, in the setup three types of sensors are
used: magnetic sensors, RFIDs, and cameras. Those sensors
are going to gather information while the user cooks a recipe
in a kitchen where the sensors have been installed. The
magnetic sensors provide information about the state of the
furniture of the kitchen; this way, they capture the effects that
the actions of the user have on the furniture. The RFIDs are
used to detect the objects that the user is using. The cam-
eras are used to detect the location and state of the objects
and appliances. Thus, the cameras detect the effects that the
actions of the user cause on the objects. For instance, when
the user opens a drawer to pick a fork up and leaves it on the
kitchen top, the magnetic sensors detect that the drawer has
been opened and closed, RFIDs detect that the fork has been
picked up and put down, and the cameras detect that the fork
has been left on the kitchen top.

Once the sensors are able to detect the effects of the ac-
tions through the states, the asra module defines what an
event is to be used for segmentation. The segmentation
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Figure 2: Architecture of asra-amla.

method based on events presented in [9] is used instead of
the mainly used method based on temporal sliding windows.

When the user performs an action, it produces some
changes in the environment and those changes may generate
none or several changes in the sensor readings. For example,
when a user picks an object up, the object changes its location.
Thus, a RFID sensor placed near the hand of the user may
change its reading from not detecting anything to detecting
the object. We are interested in detecting those kinds of
changes in the sensor readings since they are connected with
the effects of the action pick-up. An event is defined as any
change in the readings of any sensor. For example, when the
user opens a cabinet, a RFIDdetects the cabinet and generates
an event. Also, the magnetic sensor changes its value from
closed to open.

The events are used for the segmentation of the sensor
time series to extract the actions and states. When an event is
detected, the system recognizes the action to which it belongs
and its effects. If the action produces more than one effect, it
may also produce more than one event. Also, one event may
be produced bymore than one action, even for actions we are
not interested in.

For magnetic sensors or RFIDs, the events are easy to
define since they provide discrete values. For both sensors,
all the changes in the values of the readings they report will
be considered as an event. For cameras, the detection of the
events is not so direct since they provide richer information,
and such information may not be discrete. They are used to
detect the state of some appliances (on and off) and objects
(e.g., cracked for an egg) and the location of some objects
(e.g., fry-pan on the burner). So, cameras will report in every
frame the state of the appliances that they aremonitoring, the
objects that they can detect, and the state of those objects.
Hence, the changes in the location or state of any object de-
tected by the cameras are considered as an event.

Once the events have been defined, the next step is to
build a classifier that predicts the action the user has per-
formed. The action recognition task is formally defined as
follows. Suppose the goal is to learn a recognition function𝑓,
such that being 𝑆 a set of𝑁 sensors, and 𝐴 the set of actions
performed by an agent,𝑓 determines the action that the agent
performs from the current and past sensor readings. That is,
the objective is to learn the function 𝑓 : 𝑆

𝑚
→ 𝐴 where

𝑚 is the length of the time series. The training data will be
composed of a set of sensor readings over time. Time points,
selected by the events defined in the previous step, are labeled
with the action that the agent performed at that time point.
Each sensor 𝑠 generates a sequence of readings that can be

represented as a vector 𝑋𝑠 = ⟨𝑥
𝑠

0
, . . . , 𝑥

𝑠

𝑖
, . . .⟩, where 𝑥𝑠

𝑖
is the

reading at time 𝑖 of sensor 𝑠. A first task consists of defining
a function 𝑓1 that takes the 𝑁 sequences and produces 𝑍
vectors of features ⃗𝐹𝑖. Each vector is labeled with the action 𝑎

that the user performed at time 𝑖when the features in ⃗𝐹𝑖 were
extracted. The second task learns a function 𝑓2 that takes as
inputs those vectors ⃗𝐹𝑖 generated by 𝑓1 and builds a classifier
to infer the activities performed. So, 𝑓1 is a function that
creates training instances from sequences of raw data and 𝑓2

is a function that builds a classifier able to predict the actions
performed using those instances.

The function 𝑓1 can be formulated as follows. Given 𝑁

sequences of sensor readings as above, 𝑋𝑠, a sequence of
events 𝐸 = ⟨𝑒0, 𝑒1, . . . , 𝑒𝑗, . . .⟩, detected at time steps 𝑇 =

⟨𝑡0, 𝑡1, . . . , 𝑡𝑗, . . .⟩ where 𝑡𝑗 is the timestamp when event 𝑒𝑗
was generated.Then, the features ⃗𝐹𝑡𝑗

are extracted and labeled
with the action 𝑎𝑗 ∈ 𝐴 that produced the event 𝑒𝑗. As features
we use the values of the RFIDs andmagnetic sensors, and the
location and state of the objects captured with the cameras.
These features are further described in Section 4.

After learning the action classifier, the states recognition
is performed. When activities are recognized, sensors read-
ings are segmented in pieces of data called temporal windows.
These temporal windows do not usually match a complete
activity from the beginning to the end of the activity. Instead,
they normally split an activity into pieces that contain data
that belongs to some parts of the activity. Actions have the
same problem. Thus, in order to recognize complete actions,
we assign to each temporal window an action. Next, we group
consecutive temporalwindows classified as the same action as
an entire action.Then, the states between two different entire
actions are the states extracted by the system.

Algorithm 1 shows how asra works. 𝑆 contains the states
that the module extracts and 𝐴 the actions. 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒()
obtains the initial state given to the asra module and
the sensor readings at start. 𝐸V𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟() is a function
that returns the next events of the sensors time series and
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑟() is the function built by 𝑓2. Each event
is classified and when it belongs to a new class the past
action and state are saved in 𝐴 and 𝑆. Finally, 𝐴 and 𝑆

are merged to generate a sequence of interleaved states and
actions (𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒-𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛-𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒).

As an example, suppose the user performs three consec-
utive actions, 𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝑐, that generate the following se-
quence of events detected by the system 𝑒1-𝑒2-𝑒3-𝑒4-𝑒5-𝑒6
where 𝑎 generates the events 𝑒1-𝑒2, 𝑏 generates 𝑒3-𝑒4-𝑒5
and 𝑐 generates 𝑒6. If the initial state is 𝑠𝐼, the sequence
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𝐴 ← 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙

𝑎

← 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙

𝑆 ← 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒()

𝑠 ← 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙

𝑒 ← 𝐸V𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟()

While 𝑒 ̸= 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙 do
𝑎 ← 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑟(𝑒)

if (𝑎 ̸= 𝑎
) and (𝑎 ̸= 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙) then

𝑆 ← 𝑆 + 𝑠

𝐴 ← 𝐴 + 𝑎


else
𝑠 ← 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒()

end if
𝑎

← 𝑎

𝑒 ← 𝐸V𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟()

end while
𝑆 ← 𝑆 + 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒()

𝐴 ← 𝐴 + 𝑎


𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ← 𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒(𝐴, 𝑆)

Algorithm 1: Action and States Recognition Algorithm (asra).

of actions and states detected by the action classifier is
𝑠𝐼-𝑒1-𝑠1-𝑒2-𝑠2-𝑒3-𝑠3-𝑒4-𝑠4-𝑒5-𝑠5-𝑒6-𝑠𝐹, and the events could
be classified as 𝑠𝐼-𝑎1-𝑠1-𝑎2-𝑠2-𝑏3-𝑠3-𝑏4-𝑠4-𝑏5-𝑠5-𝑐6-𝑠𝐹; then,
consecutive events classified as belonging to the same action
are grouped producing the sequence 𝑠𝐼-𝑎-𝑠2-𝑏-𝑠5-𝑐-𝑠𝐹. This
sequence is the input for the amla module.

3.2. amla: Action Model Learning Algorithm. This module
builds an AP domain from the sequences generated by the
asramodule.These sequences are traces of an user perform-
ing an activity. AP domains generally use predicate logic for
representation, so the states obtained from sensor readings
have to be translated into predicates. We have created a map-
ping from low-level features (sensor readings) to predicates.
This mapping is applied to sensor readings to automatically
obtain corresponding predicate formulae. The information
that sensors provide is related to the location and the state
of the objects (e.g., open cupboard1, fry-pan on the burner).
The state of the objects is represented with a predicate with
the same name as the fact in the state and one parameter, the
object; for example, open(cupboard1), beaten(egg1). For the
location of objects it is used the predicate in(param1,param2)
where param1 is an object that is in the place given by param2.
RFIDs are used to detect the objects that the user is holding,
so they generate the predicates holding (𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑛) when a RFID
detects the object 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑛.

amla is given the following inputs for learning: (1) object
types and generic predicates defined manually, (2) state-
action sequences automatically generated by asra, and (3)
the objects involved in each action (parameters of the actions)
in the sequences defined by hand. Table 1 shows an example
of some of the object types, generic predicates, and actions
defined. It shows two predicates: raw that has one argument
and in that has two arguments.The types of the arguments are
also defined.The table shows some of the types.The predicate

Table 1: Example of types and predicates used.

Types

surface furniture—staticobject
drawer1 fridge—furniture
ingredient utensil—moveable
oil water salt egg—ingredient
open close on off raw cracked—state

Predicates raw(x—ingredient) in(x—staticobject, y—moveable)

Actions pick-up(x—moveable, y—surface)
open(x—furniture)

in can be instantiated as in(fridge, egg) since fridge is of type
furniture (a subtype of staticobject) and egg is of type ingre-
dient (a subtype of moveable). Finally, Table 1 shows the ac-
tion open, which has one parameter, and the action pick-up
that has two parameters. The types of the parameters are also
indicated.

Also, some standard assumptions are made. First, it is
assumed that actions are deterministic. That means that it
is considered that the actions are going to have always the
same effects. Second, it is assumed that the preconditions
are conjunctive; all the preconditions have to be true for the
action to be executed. Also, a threshold (error rate) is used
to eliminate the sensors’ noise. This threshold indicates a
minimum percentage of times that a predicate has to appear
before/after an action to be used for building the correspond-
ing action model. The goal is to learn the preconditions
and effects (adds and deletes) of the actions. This threshold
allows us to deal with situations in which the action fails (i.e.,
the effects are not correct); or the sensors fail (i.e., the pre-
conditions or effects are not correct).

Thus, in order to learn the preconditions of each operator,
given a collection of predicates that represent the state before
the action, 𝑠𝑏, the module removes all the predicates where
the parameters of the operator are not present. It also removes
all the predicates but those that appear in the previous state a
percentage of times greater than or equal to the threshold. For
example, suppose we want to learn the operator 𝑎, which has
10 instances in the input sequence, and we had set a threshold
of 70%.Any predicate containing any parameter of the action,
which is present at the previous state of the action 𝑎 at least 7
out of the 10 times, would be included as a precondition for
that action. Effects are learned using the difference between
the state before the action 𝑠𝑏 and the state after it 𝑠𝑎. Thus, the
adds list of the operator 𝑎 is 𝑎𝑑𝑑(𝑎) = 𝑠𝑎 \ 𝑠𝑏 (set difference of
state after 𝑎 and state before 𝑎) and the deletes list is 𝑑𝑒𝑙(𝑎) =
𝑠𝑏 \ 𝑠𝑎.

The threshold is also used for the effects in the same way
as for the preconditions. To be part of the effects, a predicate
has to appear in the effects a percentage of times greater
than or equal to the threshold. So, in the previous example,
a predicate has to be in the adds of 𝑎 in at least 7 out of the
10 instances of the action to be part of it. The same is used for
the deletes.
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Figure 3: (a) Kitchen; (b) sink and part of the kitchen top with some objects (c) cooktop, glove with the RFID reader and some objects with
RFID tags.

4. Experimental Setup and Results

In order to test the system, a dataset has been generated with
the task of making an omelette and the actions that compose
this activity. The actions are open, close, get-out, put-
away, pick-up, put-down, crack-egg, transfer, switch-
on, switch-off, fry, beat, and null. null is assigned to
the events not involved in any action. Activities performed in
a kitchen have been studied and included in many works in
the past like in [2, 11] and some of them are in public datasets
like [2]. However, none of the public datasets are suitable to
test the system, since they do not provide enough information
to classify the actions that compose the activities stored in the
datasets. For instance, in the case of [2], the data is labeled
with the name of the activities, Making Coffee or Setting the
table; but not the labels of the actions that compose those
activities, switch on the coffee maker or put down a plate;
which is what we need.

The amla module uses the previous and next state to the
action to build the actionmodel through the changes detected
in the sensors’ readings. For that reason we have designed a
sensor network focused on getting that information.The sen-
sor network is composed of several types of sensors. We have
usedmagnetic sensors, RFID sensors, and cameras.Magnetic
sensors have been used to monitor the state (opened or
closed) of the cupboards, drawers, and the fridge of the
kitchen. Two RFID receivers are used to track the objects that
the user holds in both hands through twoRFID gloves similar
to the one used in [12]. The RFID readers employed operate
at 125 kHz frequency and the antenna attached to the glove
detects tags within 2–10 centimeters of its center. The glove
was developed just like in [12]. 125 KHz tags are not affected
by water or metals, what makes them very appropriate for
the environment in which we used them. Finally, we use four
cameras to detect the state and location of the objects in the
kitchen. The objects used are: a bowl, forks, plates, a fry-pan,
an oil bottle, and a salter. All of them have RFID tags attached
to be detected. The ingredients are eggs, salt, and oil. Also,
there is a cooktop as appliance, the kitchen top as working
surface, and a sink. Also, we have attached RFID tags in all
the cabinets, and drawers pulls to gather information about
the location of the user.

Figure 3 shows three pictures. The first one in Figure 3(a)
shows the kitchen where the user cooks. Figure 3(b) shows

the view of one of the cameras. In this case, the camera
focused on the sink and part of the kitchen top where some
objects have been placed. Finally, Figure 3(c) shows the view
of a camera focused on the cooktop. Also, this picture shows
one of the RFID gloves used by the user and some objects with
RFID tags.

Weused the OpenCV library [13] to recognize the objects.
First, our system removes the background using an initial
photo. Then, part of the shadows of the objects are removed
using the initial photo but darkened. Finally, color and shapes
are used as features to recognize the objects and their states
using a classifier. Each object has a different color to facilitate
the recognition. Before recording the dataset, the computer
vision system was trained taking photos of all the objects of
the kitchen inmany situations. In each photo, the background
is removed and the color and shape are extracted using con-
tours.This way, a classifier was generated. Some of algorithms
provided by OpenCV were tested: Support Vector Machines
(SVM) [14], k-nearest neighbor (Ibk) [15], and Random For-
ests (RF) [16]. The best results were achieved using SVM,
which obtained a recognition rate of 98%of the objects. Inside
some objects some ingredients can be found in different
states: oil in the fry-pan, raw egg in the bowl, beaten egg in the
bowl, beaten egg in the fry-pan, omelette in the fry-pan, and
omelette on the plate. Different classifiers were developed to
detect each of these situations. So, first, the system detects the
object using the main classifier. If, for example, the fry-pan is
detected, a second classifier is used to detect if the fry-pan
is empty, with oil, with the beaten egg, or with the omelette.
A third classifier was generated to detect the different states
of the bowl. The recognition rates were 63% for the fry-
pan classifier, and 71% for the bowl classifier. In order to
avoid problems caused by occlusion, there is more than one
camera focusing on the working surface. Also, no changes
are reported by the cameras until detecting an object and its
state. So, if the user hides an object during some seconds, the
cameras will not report any information about that object,
and the system will consider that the object is in the same
location and state previous to be hidden. Cameras work
togetherwith theRFIDs, so, whenever an object is detected by
a RFID, the cameras try to find that object. The system also
searches for specific information in specific places (e.g., the
eggs just can be fried in the fry-pan or beaten in the bowl).
To determine the state of the appliances we use the area of
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the images where a display indicates the state of the appliance.
Then, using the difference of the colors in that area of the
images, the state is computed. Finally, the initial state of some
elements is defined since the system does not have sensors to
detect such information, like objects that are initially inside
some cupboard or inside the fridge. In addition, we have
attached someRFID tags to the cupboards, drawer, fridge and
surfaces in order to have some information about the place
where the user is.

We tested our system through the task of making an om-
elette.The task has been performed by two different users ten
times each, from beginning to end. The task was performed
by two users to avoid the possible bias caused by a single user.
The task was performed ten times by each user in order to
obtain enough instances of each action to test the models.
Also, parts of the task have been recorded in order to getmore
instances of some of the actions that compose the task. For
instance, beating the eggs and putting the mix in a fry-pan or
picking an egg up from the fridge and cracking it.

4.1. asra: Experiment Description. In order to test the asra
module, we considered two different models. In the first
experiment, called SingleValues, we generated a vector
where all its positions except for the last one are binary. The
positions represent the values of each sensor that appeared in
the dataset. So, there is a position for each magnetic sensor
and a position for each of the objects that the RFID readers
can detect. Also, there is a position for every location of each
object detected with the cameras (the hand of the user is not
considered a location, because it is detected with RFIDs) and
also a position for every different state in which an ingredient
can be. Finally, there is a position for each RFID tag placed in
a piece of furniture. A last element is included, indicating the
index of the last position that changed. The generated vector
contained 141 elements. It was computed as (10 places) + (10
places ∗ 9 objects) + (2 RFIDs ∗ 9 objects) + (2 eggs ∗ 4
states) + (1 salt ∗ 2 states) + (1 oil ∗ 2 states) + (10 RFID
places) + 1 = 141 elements. But some of the elements never
change. For instance, the fry-pan or the eggs are never placed
in the drawers. So, those never-change values were removed
and the final vector used for the classification contained 59
positions. So, the inputs of this experiment are instances
composed of 59 components: the first 57 positions contain
binary values; the 58th position has a value between 1 and 57
to indicate the last position that changed; and the last position
contains the class, the executed action. The outputs of the
experiment are the actions exsecuted at each event. For exam-
ple, consider a magnetic sensor placed in a cabinet, one RFID
reader and twoobjects (e.g., two eggs) that can be in two states
(e.g., raw and cracked) in an environment with two locations
to place the object (e.g., a cabinet and a working surface) and
𝑛 cameras. Then, the vector generated for the event that was
detected by a camera when the object was dropped on the
working surface would be ⟨0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 5⟩. In
the example, the first element would represent the value of
the magnetic sensor (cabinet closed), the second and third
positions indicate the location of one egg, and the next two
positions are the location of the other egg. The next three

elements, the sixth, seventh and eighth, represent if the RFID
detects the object (no object is detected) or the cabinet. In
the example, both eggs are in the second location (working
surface) and the cabinet is not detected. The ninth and tenth
elements indicate the state of one egg and the next two
elements indicate the state of the other egg. Both eggs are raw.
Finally, the last position indicates that the fifth element of the
vector was the last one that changed. So, the second egg was
put-down on the kitchen top.

The second experiment, called ObjectInvolved, uses
just the objects involved in the event that created the instance.
So, whenever an event is detected, the sensors readings re-
lated to the objects involved in the event are kept and the
rest are discarded, set to zero. Thus, when a specific object
is picked up, a vector is generated like in the SingleValues
experiment, but the rest of information in the vector about
other objects is set to zero. For example, when a plate is put
downon the kitchen top, an event is generatedwhen theRFID
stops detecting the plate. Then, the objects involved are the
plate, which changes frombeing hold to be on the kitchen top,
the kitchen top, and the RFID that changed from detecting
the plate to detecting nothing.The kitchen top never changes,
so none of the positions have specific information about it. So,
the vector would contain a “1” in the position of the vector
that indicates that the plate is on the kitchen top. When a
RFID detects nothing, all the positions of the vector that
contain information about that RFID are set to zero. Thus,
the vector generated would contain just the “1” that indicates
that the plate is on the kitchen top. Therefore, we focus the
learning process on the objects currently used, eliminating
the information about the rest of them. Similarly, planning
operators have parameters where the objects affected by the
operator are defined.We try to use the same information that
the planning operator would contain in order to recognize
the action associated to the operator. Also, we have added
information about the previous event.

We have included an attribute to indicate the index of
the position that was changed by the previous event. So, the
vector is similar to the one generated for the SingleValues
experiment but for the penultimate element, which indi-
cates the element that was changed by the previous event.
The machine learning algorithm could use the position that
changed in the past event and in the current event to classify
the actions. So, the inputs of the second experiment are in-
stances composed of 60 positions: the first 57 positions con-
tain binary values; the 58th position has a value between 1 and
57 to indicate the last position that changed; the 59th position
has a value between 1 and 57 to indicate the position that
changed in the previous instance; and the last position defines
the class, the executed action. The outputs are the same as in
the first experiment; the actions executed at each event. For
example, given the previous example, the generated vector
would be ⟨0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 5, 7⟩. The differences
in the third and ninth positions are due to the fact that
those elements do not represent information about the object
involved in the current event. The last position indicates
that the element that changed in the previous event was the
seventh.
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After generating all the instances, we used the following
classifiers to learn the model: PART [17], C4.5 [18], Ibk,
SVM, RF, and a Bayesian Network (BN). We have used their
implementation in the Weka toolkit [19]. These classifiers
have been selected because they represent different machine
learning strategies and cover a wide spectrum of learning
techniques.

4.2. asra: Experimental Results. In summary, we have per-
formed experiments to check the performance of the asra-
amla system.Thedataset generated for testingwas composed
of 1720 instances. Both experiments generated the same num-
ber of instances since the segmentation method employed
was the same in both cases. We have used Kappa [20]
coefficient of agreement for evaluation and comparison using
Dietterich’s 5 × 2-Fold Cross-Validation Paired 𝑡-Test [21] for
estimating the error. Kappa coefficient is a criterion classically
used in classification to measure the degree of agreement
[22] and takes into account the correct classification that may
have been obtained “by chance” by weighting the measured
accuracies.

Then, to build anAPdomainwe selected the best classifier
according to the employed metric. Table 2 shows the kappa
coefficient of every generated model and the time in seconds
that took to classify all the instances of the dataset employing
the models. The best model is marked in bold.

As it can be seen, the differences between ObjectInvolved
and SingleValues are not significant in most models. Results
obtained by the ObjectInvolved experiment are more con-
sistent, since all the results are over 0.90. So, focusing the
data just on the objects involved in the last event permits the
system a better recognition of actions in average, although the
difference in the results achieved by most algorithms is very
small. In any case, the model that obtained the best result, RF,
is the one we selected to generate the action sequences used
to build the planning action model. In addition, the chosen
model is one of the fastest models tested, although it is not
the fastest. It is important to consider the time performances
because it can prevent the system to be used in real-time. In
any case, the showed times belong to the classification of all
the instances of the dataset. The classification time of a single
instance is lower than 0.0001. So, all the models generated are
fast enough to be used in the system.

4.3. amla: Experiment Description. After generating sequen-
ces of actions and states with asra, the amla module is ex-
ecuted to generate an AP domain using all the sequences.
Then, the domain is tested to check if it is able to generate
valid plans and provide assistance for users to complete a
task. So, in order to test amla, some models were generated
using different thresholds. First, a threshold of 100% was
used. Then, the threshold was iteratively decreased by a 5%,
until it takes the value of 0%. Thus, the system obtains the
values of the threshold between which each action is learned
correctly. A hand-written planning domain was created with
all the actions the system has to learn automatically. To test
each learned action we substitute a hand-written action by its
learned equivalent. Then we check if using the new domain

Table 2: Kappa coefficient and time in seconds of the learning
algorithms used in asra.

PART SVM Ibk C4.5 RF BN
Kappa

Single values 0.9559 0.9684 0.8099 0.9674 0.9583 0.6503
Object involved 0.9561 0.9651 0.9663 0.9621 0.9688 0.9027

Time performances
Single values 0.000 0.328 1.532 0.000 0.031 0.171
Object involved 0.016 0.718 0.891 0.000 0.016 0.125

with the learned action we are able to solve problems. We try
to solve 10 problems that require the action and consider that
it is learned correctly when the 10 are solved.

We applied a twofold cross-validation by dividing the
dataset into two parts of equal size. We selected one part to
generate the planning domain and used the other part to test
the domain. In the testing part of the domain, we randomly
selected 10 sequences of actions for each planning operator
where the first action that need to be executed was the action
to be tested. For example, we used a planning problem to
check the action pick-upwhere there is an object in a working
surface that has to be picked up to achieve the goal, to cook
an omelette. So, first, the user has to pick-up the object and
then use the rest of actions to achieve the goal. This way, the
problems generated are different since the initial state of each
problem is different. The problems employed to check the
learned actions are sequences found in the part of the dataset
used for testing.

The AP problems have been executed using a determin-
istic planner from the International Planning Competition
(IPC).

In Section 4.4 the results are presented.

4.4. amla: Experimental Results. The best model for asra
was selected and used to generate the sequences of actions
and states that feed the amla module. Then, the amla mod-
ule was used to generate AP domains. Table 3 shows the inter-
val of values of the threshold inwhich each operator is learned
correctly along with the precision obtained by each class. To
detect when an operator is learned correctly we generated AP
problems in which the learned action had to be applied in the
first place followed by another action. These problems were
extracted from the dataset. Table 3 shows the obtained results.

Table 3 shows that not all the actions were learned cor-
rectly using the same threshold. Some actions like pick-up or
beat admit the lowest value of 70%. However, put-away has
the upper value of 50%. So, if we want our system to learn the
first two actions, pick-up and beat, put-away is not learned
correctly and vice versa. With a threshold between 75% and
70% all actions but one are learned correctly. That action is
put-away.This action is the one that the user takes when plac-
ing something in the cabinets or drawers. This action is not
learned correctly because the action is very similar to put-
down. The action put-down is taken when the user leaves
something on the kitchen top. So, the readings of the sensors
are very similar and some of the events produced during
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Table 3: Precision and the values of the threshold for which the operators are learned correctly by amla.

Open Close Pick-up Put-down Get-out Put-away Crack-egg Transfer Switch-on Switch-off Fry Beat
Thresholds 95%–30% 90%–25% 100%–70% 100%–35% 90%–35% 50%–25% 85%–50% 90%–60% 100%–25% 100%–25% 75%–35% 90%–70%
Precision 100% 100% 97.7% 92.3% 100% 65% 100% 64.6% 100% 100% 75% 66.7%

the actions are identical. For that reason, the precision of
the recognition of this action is one of the lowest. As we
can see, transfer has even lower precision, though it can be
learned correctly. This is due to the fact that the precision of
transfer is affected mainly by sensor noise and sometimes it
is captured correctly. However, the precision of put-away is
affected by the fact that another action is very similar and
both produce identical events which are classified in most
of cases as put-down. So, with less precision, the threshold
permits the system to absorb the sensor’s noise and learn
the action transfer. But also, to learn put-away correctly the
threshold has to be lowered too much to allow amla to learn
other actions correctly.

The results of the learning process change as the threshold
is modified like in similar approaches [23, 24]. Using a differ-
ent threshold for each activity solves the problem and permits
us to learn the complete planning action model correctly.
However, the drawback is that it requires to provide more
inputs for the system to work and that is what we want to
reduce.

Figure 4 shows an example of a plan generated by a do-
main created by amla. As it is shown, the plan provides all
the steps to cook an omelette. However, the plan has some
minor problems. It closes the fridge at the end of the plan,
leaving the door opened almost since the beginning. Also, it
leaves the door of the cabinets opened. It can make it for the
user impossible to cook.

5. Related Work

Many systems can be found in the literature using different
types of sensors and detecting very different types of activities
like for example [2–6]. But just a few of them deal with what
we are calling actions; subtasks that compose an activity or
plan. In [25] Amft et al. split activities, that they call com-
posite activities, into actions, that they call atomic activities.
First, they recognize the actions through what they call de-
tectors, similar to the “virtual sensor” in [11]. Every detector
recognizes one of several actions and reports those actions as
events of the system. The events are used to recognize every
activity. In [26], the same authors also split activities in parts
in a very similar way to [25]. In order to recognize the actions,
[25, 26] use fixed length sliding windows. Instead, we use a
segmentationmethod based on dynamic sliding windows [9]
because it fits better to the purpose of recognizing actions and
states.

Once a system is able to detect actions, there are some
AP systems able to learn action models. An example is
OBSERVER [27] which takes as input a sequence of states and
the actions that generated those changes in the states. Using
that information OBSERVER is able to build action models
for deterministic domains. Others build action models in

0: (OPEN UCUP1)

1: (OPEN FRIDGE)

2: (GETOUT BIGBOWL UCUP1)

3: (GETOUT EGG1 FRIDGE)

4: (PUTDOWN BIGBOWL KITCHENTOP)

5: (OPEN DCUP1)

6: (CRACKEGG EGG1 BIGBOWL)

7: (OPEN DCUP2)

8: (OPEN DRAWER1)

9: (PICKUP BIGBOWL KITCHENTOP)

10: (GETOUT FRYPAN DCUP1)

11: (PUTDOWN FRYPAN BURNER)

12: (GETOUT FORK1 DRAWER1)

13: (BEAT EGG1 FORK1 BIGBOWL)

14: (GETOUT OILBOTTLE DCUP2)

15: (TRANSFER OIL OILBOTTLE FRYPAN)

16: (TRANSFER EGG1 BIGBOWL FRYPAN)

17: (SWITCHON BURNER)

18: (CLOSE UCUP1)

19: (CLOSE DCUP1)

20: (CLOSE DCUP2)

21: (CLOSE DRAWER1)

22: (CLOSE FRIDGE)

23: (FRY EGG1 FRYPAN)

24: (SWITCHOFF BURNER)

Figure 4: Example of a generated plan.

noisy domains [23]. They use the initial state and goals and
the sequence of actions that changes the initial state into a
goal state.

A relevantwork is the one presented in [28]where partial-
ly observable planning domains were learned. In their case,
they only learn the actions effects, that are the transition rules
among states. They build on their previous work [29] where
the method was only applied to fully observable domains.
Their systemused deictic coding to generate a compact vector
representation of the world state and learned action effects as
a classification problem. In [30], the authors present a system
that also just learned the effects of actions in deterministic
partially observable domains.

The LOCM system [31] automatically induces action
schema from sets of example plans. It does not have to be
given any information about predicates, initial goals, or in-
termediate state descriptions. The example plans are a sound
sequence of actions. LOCM exploited the assumption that
actions change the state of objects, and require objects to be
in a certain state before the actions can be executed. Planning
traces are the input of LOCM, where each action is identified
by its name and the objects that are affected or are necessarily
present but not affected by the action execution.
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Opmaker2 [32, 33] takes as inputs a domain ontology and
a solution to a problem and automatically constructs operator
schema and planning heuristics from the training session. It
requires only one example of each operator schema that it
learns and an ontology of objects and classes (called a partial
domain model) as input. Opmaker2 is an extension of the
earlier Opmaker system [34].

The systems presented need the sequence of actions
executed and that information must be precise to work
properly. In our case, that information is provided by an AR
system, so it may contain errors. So, the system we propose
is able to deal with the sensors’ noise like in [23, 28] but also
with the errors generated by the AR system and it is capable
of generating an action model.

Hoey et al. in [11] present the only work available capable
of learning a human action model from sensors. They map
the actions and the states directly from the sensors, except
for what they called “virtual sensor.” This “virtual sensor”
uses an AR method to recognize one of the actions, pouring.
Once they have mapped the actions and the states, they build
a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP)
to assist people. Our system is similar but we generate
action models based on AP domains instead of a POMDP. A
POMDP does not scale well in general and the modification
of the domain is more complicated than in the AP domains.
Using AP permits us to exploit the generality and power of
AP algorithms. Also, the way the action model is learned is
very different.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we present a system for building AP domains
from raw sensor data.TheAPdomains generated can be used,
along with a planner, to find a sequence of actions that can be
used to assist people in the environment where it was built.
The system called asra-amla is composed of two modules
that can recognize actions and states from raw sensor data
(first module) and use the sequence of actions and states
generated by the first module to build an AP domain (second
module).

In the process of building the system, a working envi-
ronment was created in a kitchen. Two persons performed a
task, making a omelette, in the kitchen, and a sensor network
recorded the data produced by the users performing the task.
An AP domain was modeled to assist people in the task.
However, using just one threshold does not permit to learn
the entire domain. To model the AP domain successfully,
more than one threshold has to be used. An alternative
method would be to improve the sensor network in order to
recognize better the actions. Anyway, the action that is not
learned correctly does not prevent the system from guiding a
person in the learned task because it is used to insert objects
inside the furniture.

The sensor network used has some limitations. The user
must use RFID gloves in order to recognize the object that
he(she) picks up. Also, different objects cannot have similar
colors. Both limitations could be solved using accelerometers
like in [11, 25] to detect the object that is being used.That way,

the system could infer the actions performed by each object
as well as its locations and state.

The system is easily extendible. In order to include more
recipes or actions, the sensorial system has to be extended to
recognize the new actions and to detect the effects that the
new actions would produce.That way, the new actions would
be learned and included in the planning action model.

As future work, it is planned to learn the entire system
automatically using unsupervised methods or semisuper-
vised methods. This would minimize the information pro-
vided to the system to generate models. Also, the system will
be extended to include more tasks and to use the AP domain
not just to assist people but to recognize the actions that the
user performs as in [8].
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Video sensor networks are formed by the joining of heterogeneous sensor nodes, which is frequently reported as video
of communication functionally bound to geographical locations. Decomposition of georeferenced video stream presents the
expression of video from spatial feature set. Although it has been studied extensively, spatial relations underlying the scenario
are not well understood, which are important to understand the semantics of georeferenced video and behavior of elements.
Here we propose a method of mapping georeferenced video sequences for geographical scenes and use contextual random graphs
to investigate semantic knowledge of georeferenced video, leading to correlation analysis of the target motion elements in the
georeferenced video stream. We have used the connections of motion elements, both the correlation and continuity, to present a
dynamic structure in time series that reveals clues to the event development of the video stream. Furthermore, we have provided
a method for the effective integration of semantic and campaign information. Ultimately, the experimental results show that the
provided method offers a better description of georeferenced video elements that cannot be achieved with existing schemes. In
addition, it offers a new way of thinking for the semantic description of the georeferenced video scenarios.

1. Introduction

The notion of wireless multimedia sensor networks
(WMSNs) is frequently reported as the convergence between
the concepts of wireless sensor networks and distribut-
ed smart cameras [1]. As a result, an increasing number of vid-
eo clips is being collected, which has created complex data-
handling challenges [2]. Further, some types of video data are
naturally tied to geographical locations. For example, video
data from traffic monitoring may not contain much meaning
without its associated location information. Therefore, most
potential applications of aWMSN require the sensor network
paradigm to support location-based multimedia services as
well asmanipulate large scale data at the same time to provide
a high quality of experience (QoE), which raises an important
issue. How to investigate an intelligent processingmethod for
georeferenced multimedia? Although the question has been
extensively addressed theoretically, the method of mapping
video sequences to geographical scenes remains to be
described. On the other hand, with the growth of geographic
information system (GIS) whose major growth area is

the convergence between GIS and multimedia technology, a
new paradigm named video-GIS emerged [3–5]. The major
researches facing video-GIS are the coding of georeferenced
video and the content and types of services that should be
provided by georeferenced video. Further improvement
of these processes is contingent on deeper understanding
of video, as well as improved understanding of the spatial
relationship of geographic space. It is due to the necessity
of using video-GIS to visualize the relationship between
the video analysis methods and the real geographical scene,
resulting in georeferenced multimedia intelligent processing
method based on context-based random graphs.

Georeferenced video is fundamental process in video-
GIS development. Prior research activities on georeferenced
video technologies and applications have been conducted.
Most of them make use of video and GPS sensors. In [6,
7], Stefanakis and Peterson and Klamma et al. proposed a
unified framework for hypermedia and GIS. Pissinou et al.
[8] explored topology and direction under the proposed
georeferenced video. The work of Hwang et al. and Joo et al.
[9, 10] defined the metadata of georeferenced video, which
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support interoperability between GIS and video images.
In the field of georeferenced video search, Liu et al. [11]
presented a sensor-enhanced video annotation system, which
searches video clips for the appearance of particular objects.
Ay et al. proposed the use of geographical properties of
videos [12], whileWang gave amethod of time-spatial images
to extract the basic movement information [13]. Although
single media have been studied extensively, its semantics in
geographic space are poorly understood. How to determine
the spatial relationship of video elements is one of the most
important operations on georeferenced video. For instance,
a moving video element changes its position, shape, size,
speed, and attribute values over time. Understanding the
changing process and rules of these attributes is of important
significance to the geographical description of the video.

Many techniques for video event recognition have been
proposed. As the work on model-driven methodology which
has become well established and approached maturity, the
most common and popular conceptualization of fusion sys-
tems is the SVMmodel [14, 15]. However, such methodology
not only cannot solve the problems, such as multi-instance,
diversity, and multimodal, but needs a large number of
training samples. Most previous studies to date have used
data-driven method [16] which has been carefully designed
to signal clear and distinct semantic of the videos [17–21].
In our event recognition application, we observe that some
eventsmay share commonmotion patterns.Though involved
in pattern discovery, data-driven method also contributes
to social network during pattern discovery [22–25]. These
works have showed a high accuracy in the differentiating
of video and its semantic extraction frame. However, most
multimedia applications are unknown and uncertain, which
are extremely difficult to meet the requirements of real-time
stream processing.

Previous studies have shown that multimedia intelligent
processingmethod is important to the development of video-
GIS and have achieved inspiring progress. However, these
solution methods have suffered from the classical ensemble
average limitation presented by the analysis of low-level char-
acteristics.Therefore, the spatial data gathered are sometimes
inconclusive and, in part, contradictory. These algorithms
usually build or learn a model of the target object first
and then use it for tracking, without adapting the model to
account for the changes in the appearance of the object, for
example, large variation of pose or facial expression, or the
surroundings, for example, lighting variation. Furthermore,
it is assumed that all images are acquired with a stationary
camera. Such approach, in our view, is prone to performance
instability, and thus it needs to be addressed when building a
robust visual tracker.

To overcome these problems, we will begin by looking
at some valid models, which are suitable for georeferenced
video understanding and behavior analysis. In this paper, we
propose a new event recognition framework for consumer
videos by leveraging a large amount of videos. As we know,
graph structure provides a complex, dynamic, and robust
framework for assembling complex relationships involved in
the objects [26], which is suitable for our goal. Thus, mul-
tiple random behaviors are presented in certain movement,

making the graph structure unsuitable for describing the
real video scenario. To circumvent this problem, random
graphmodel has been taken into consideration, which can be
seen as a rather simplified model of the evolution of certain
communication net [27]. In our research, it could simplify the
analysis of the interaction between video objects substantially
for revealing the new insight into the relationships between
objects and its complex interaction. Our analysis focuses
on describing spatial relationships bound to objects using
random graph grammar in georeferenced video, developing
a scientific analysis of behavior and structured methods of
georeferenced video understanding.

2. Preliminary

Surveillance video data is mostly non-ortho image data
so that it does not match up with the geography scene
vector data using the traditional method. To solve this
problem, a mapping method of video scene imaging data
to geography scene vector data is adopted in the paper, as
showed in Figure 1. Firstly, the virtual viewpoint camera is
constructed by the camera interior and exterior parameters.
Secondly, geography scene virtual imaging can be gained
from geography scene vector data using the process of
model transformation, viewpoint transformation, and prun-
ing according to the computer graphics rendering process,
with the corresponding relationship between an object in vir-
tual imaging and vector object. Thirdly, the image matching
technology based on the features that have invariant character
for translation, scale and rotation is used to match the
geography scene virtual imaging and video image. Finally, the
corresponding relationship between video image and vector
data is established using that between an object in virtual
imaging and vector object, with the purpose of accomplishing
the mapping of video scene to objects in geography scene.

In the following part, we will introduce several prelimi-
nary key steps.

2.1. Selection Algorithm of Multicamera Based on Spatial Cor-
relation andTarget Priority. Multicamera surveillance system
should not only gain detecting and tracking information of
motion element of the single camera, but alsomake the coher-
ent dynamic scene description using all the observations to
some extent. Meanwhile, every motion element could be
tracked by cameras simultaneously. How to select cameras for
tracking a specific target is particularly important in video
sensor networks. Based on the spatial correlation [28] and
target priority, the paper proposes a selection algorithm of
multicamera with task allocation optimized to achieve the
automatic selection according to the target priority at each
moment.

The algorithm is based on the assumption that a camera
with no task carries out the basic single camera tracking
which has lower power consumption, and the high-priority
task could be preempted when bending. The selection algo-
rithm of multicamera is shown as in Algorithm 1.

The set of images 𝐼 = {𝐼1, 𝐼2, . . . , 𝐼𝑁} is observed by
these 𝑁 cameras, and 𝑆 denotes the set of cameras selected.
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Figure 1: Process of the mapping relationship of video scene imaging data to geography scene vector data based on virtual viewpoint.

(1) begin
(2) 𝑆 = 𝜙, 𝐼 = {𝐼1, 𝐼2, . . . , 𝐼𝑁}, 𝑃𝑁 = 𝑃0, 𝜌(𝐼𝑖, 𝐼𝑗) = 𝜌𝑖𝑗.
(3) Find (𝐼𝑖, 𝐼𝑗) = arg min

𝐼𝑖 ,𝐼𝑗∈𝐼
{𝜌(𝐼𝑖, 𝐼𝑗)}.

(4) Add corresponding 𝐼𝑖, 𝐼𝑗 𝑡𝑜 𝑆. {Count = 2}
(5) for each 𝑘 ∈ Count
(6) for each (𝐼tmp ∈ 𝐼, 𝐼tmp ∉ 𝑆) 𝑜𝑟 (𝐼tmp ∈ 𝐼, 𝐼tmp ∈ 𝑆, 𝑃next > 𝑃curr) 𝑑𝑜
(7) 𝜌(𝐼tmp , 𝑆) = max

𝐼𝑝∈𝑆
{𝜌(𝐼tmp , 𝐼𝑝)}

(8) end for
(9) 𝐼min = arg min

𝐼𝑚∈𝐼, 𝐼𝑚∉𝑆
{𝜌(𝐼𝑚, 𝑆)}.

(10) add 𝐼min 𝑡𝑜 𝑆.
(11) end for
(12) return 𝑆 ⊆ {𝐼1, 𝐼2, . . . , 𝐼Count}
(13) end

Algorithm 1: Selection of multicamera based on spatial correlation and target priority.

𝜌𝑖𝑗 is correlation coefficient of the two images 𝐼𝑖 and 𝐼𝑗. The
larger the correlation coefficient, the more correlated the two
images. In step 6, 𝑃 denotes the task priority with a default
value 𝑃0, which can be marked manually by monitoring
person. It assigns cameras to the motion element with high
priority and coordinates cameras to track different targets
based on spatial correlation and target priority.

2.2. Organization of Video and Location Data. We have put
forward a coding model of video-GIS that is comprised of
video and camera’s position in conjunction with its view
direction and distance. Thus, the location data can be col-
lected automatically by various small sensors to a camera,
such as a GPS and a compass (see Figure 2). This elimi-
nates manual work and allows the annotation process to
be accurate and scalable. Therefore, we investigate the real-
time collection, coding, and integration of video information
and GPS information on the SEED-VPM642 platform, and
finally we can obtain two different bit-rate location-based
streaming media. The lower bit-rate one can be positioned to

the wireless network broadcast live, and the higher one can
be positioned to the hard disk storage.

In the coding of video-GIS, we need to calculate the
three-dimensional coordinate of the video object [29]. As
video-GIS coding based on mobile sensor cannot calculate
single video frame by three-dimensional control field, the
most effectiveway is using digitalmap and spatial geometrical
relations (see Figure 3).

Therefore, the geometric relationship among GPS, pos-
ture sensor, imaging space, and object space should be built.
It is assumed that the axis of imaging space 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 is parallel
with that of object spatial𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍, respectively. Consider

𝑅𝐺 = 𝑅GPS (𝑡) + 𝑅Att (𝑡) ⋅ [𝑠𝐺 ⋅ 𝑅
Att
𝐶
⋅ 𝑟
𝐶

𝑔
(𝑡) + 𝑟

𝐶

GPS] . (1)

In detail, 𝑅𝐺 is the coordinate vector of point 𝐺 in the
three-dimensional space. The coordinate function of GPS
antenna in the given mapping frame is expressed as 𝑅GPS(𝑡).
𝑅Att(𝑡) represents the rotationmatrix functionwhile 𝑠𝐺 repre-
sents the proportional relationship of image frame and object
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Figure 2: Experimental hardware and software to acquire georeferenced video.
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Figure 3: Geometry for calibrating multiple sensors.

spatial. Boresight matrix 𝑅Att
𝐶

means transformation relation
between image frame andmain framework of posture sensor.
𝑟
𝐶

𝑔
(𝑡) represents the vector function of a 𝑔 point in imaging

spatial. And 𝑟𝐶GPS is the excursion of the geometric center of
GPS antenna and the camera lens.

For acquiring amore precise spatial locating information,
we need to get the GPS information and attitude information
generated by a posture sensor at least. Therefore, the spatial
locating information is described by the combination of
GPS and angle direction elementary (Heading, Pitch, and
Roll), which obtained by Micro Inertial Measurement Unit
(MIMU), as shown in Table 1.

As shown in Table 1, there are two kinds of the spatial
locating information:

(1) GPS information: such as UTC time and longitude
latitude;

Table 1: Sample of GPS and MIMU.

GPS
UTC 10:12:15 29.564 N 106.585E Alt 213.3 Meters
HPR
Heading 33.4 Pitch 0.5 Roll 1.3

(2) angle direction elementary information: including
Heading, Pitch, and Roll.

2.3. Digital Map-Based Image Resolution. The features of
digital maps are expressed by a two-dimensional plane on the
vertical projection of the vector data. From the standpoint
of this work, the video image is a raster data expression of
the feature in the height direction of the information, and
video image can also be expressed as the data format of the
dotted line surface after the vector processing. Video images
and digital map on the point, the line, and the corresponding
expression of the surface can be shown at Table 2.

From the view of technology, we subject map-based
image resolution to a three-dimensional measurement chal-
lenge and then use single-frame video images and digital
map matching to define the changes in three steps. The
first step is feature extraction of dense range image, which
aims to extract the features of point and line. Under the
premise of the full calibration to video frame, we can
identify the particular characteristics of extracted target to
meet the special requirement. For instance, the corners of
building or telegraph pole as a fixed line characteristic for
the expression of video image is perpendicular to the target.
Once formulated, the second step is to combine the line
characteristics into the characteristics of the surface using
texture information. The third step is matching with digital
map vector data. The contents include a variety of different
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Table 2: Correspondence between video images and digital map.

Image → Digital Map Digital Map → Image

Map Symbol Map Object Map Symbol Image Object

Point Point & line Point Point & line & Polygon

Line Point & line & Polygon Line Point & line & Polygon

Polygon Point & line & Polygon Polygon Line & Polygon

  
7

8

1 2

3 4 5 6

Figure 4: Mapping from Image to Digital Map.

matching points, points and lines, a line and a line, and the
line and the plane between form and technique, which is
shown in Figure 4.

3. Syntactic Structure

3.1. Syntactic Description of Motion Element. Video motion
element mainly refers to the entity objects that could be iden-
tified clearly in visual and are important in morphology, such
as pedestrians in video surveillance.The descriptionmethods
of motion element are mainly based on color and texture at
present, which is difficult to support the definition of motion
element, behavior analysis, and behavior understanding. For
a better description of the dynamic characteristic of the video
motion element, the paper first gives a definition to some
related concepts of motion element.

Definition 1. State.The state is an abstract of attributes owned
bymotion element and is a static description of the condition
and activity of a motion element at a certain time. 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
{𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑟,𝑀𝑜V𝑒, 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑝,𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑟} indicates the basic state of
any motion element within the scope of spatial constraint
in a georeferenced video stream, including the description
information of Appear, Disappear, Move, and Stop.

(a) Appear. The emerging motion element is newly appear
and distinguished from the existing ones in the specific area
of geographical boundary, and the state of which is called
Appear. Then the motion element starts to be detected and
tracked. Appear instance is regarded as the first instance of
motion element.

Target trajectory

Stop

Figure 5: The definition of Stop.

(b) Disappear. In contrast with the Appear state definition,
Disappear means the state of disappearance in the geograph-
ical boundary specific area or the untraceable state within a
specific time, which is viewed as the last instance for the state
description. Disappear state is the signal of canceling motion
element detection and tracking.

(c) Stop. Stop S is defined on triple 𝑆 = (𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎(𝑆), 𝜁min(𝑆),
𝜁max(𝑆)). Among them, 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎(𝑆) means the spatial plane
area, and 𝜁min(𝑆) and 𝜁max(𝑆) represent the maximum and
minimum time threshold of Stop, respectively. And the
particular movement or stay that without markedly changed
of space coordinate information within a certain region are
all viewed as motionless, which is shown in Figure 5.

(d) Move. Within the scope of spatial constraint, Move 𝑀
is a general designation of connecting the other three basic
states in a continuous motion process of motion element.
An instance of Move can be represented as𝑀 = (𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑟 |

𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑝
𝑘
, 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑝
𝑘+1

| 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑟). By connecting the other three
basic state instances,Move can form a linear sequence formed
through the combination of Appear, Stop, and Disappear.
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Appear DisappearStop

Move

Figure 6: Behavior state sequence of motion element.

Definition 2. Behavior Attribute. Behavior description of
a single typical motion element mainly includes spatial
location and speed. Spatial location can be defined as
𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡) = (𝑋𝑖, 𝑌𝑖, 𝑇𝑖), which means that the spa-
tial location of the motion element Object at time point 𝑇𝑖 is
(𝑋𝑖, 𝑌𝑖), and 𝑋𝑖 and 𝑌𝑖 represent the horizontal and vertical
ordinate values in the two-dimensional plane, respectively.
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑(𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡) = {𝑆Value, 𝑆Vector , 𝑇𝑖} indicates the motion
element Object with velocity magnitude 𝑆Value and velocity
direction 𝑆Vector at the time point 𝑇𝑖, among which 𝑆Vector is
the unit vector in a general planar domain.

Definition 3. Relation. Relation is an incidence relation of
mutual influence between two motion elements in the same
time subspace 𝑇. 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = (𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡

𝑖
, 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡

𝑗
, 𝑇) shows the

relationship between motion element 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝑖
and 𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡

𝑗
in

time subspace 𝑇 which means one-dimensional time coordi-
nates. The measurement of interaction established between
the two elements uses probability 𝑃, which is dynamic
adjustment with the influence of temporal-spatial factor, and
𝑃 ∈ [0, 1].

Definition 4. Spatial Relation. Spatial Relation includes mea-
suring relation, direction relation, and topological relation.
Spatial Relation 𝑆𝑅 = (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒, 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦).
Measure indicates the measuring relation among motion
element using some measure in measuring space, such as
distance. In the same planar reference domain, Direction is
the equity mutual relationship between source target and
reference target.

Definition 5. Visual Feature. In the georeferenced video
stream, the visual characters of one motion element, includ-
ing color, texture, and shape, will be dynamically changed
with the time 𝑇. Therefore, the changes of visual characters
of a motion element within the scope of spatial constraint
should be described accurately [30]. And the visual characters
mainly include Color, Texture, Shape, and Size. Texture can
reflect the structuremode and gray space distribution formed
by local pixels inmotion element, while the low-level features
can clearly define and describe the motion element.

3.2. Behavior and Interaction of Motion Element. In the geo-
referenced video stream, Behavior of the motion element
within the specific scope of spatial constraint represents the
behavior state sequence, as shown in Figure 6. Let the state
set of Behavior be a BehaviorState, and the typical element is
𝜏 with the definition as follows:

𝜏 ::= 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑟 | 𝑀𝑜V𝑒 | 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑝 | 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑟; (2)

𝑃(𝑡)

Object𝑖(𝑋𝑖, 𝑌𝑖)

𝑉𝑖(𝑉𝑖𝑋, 𝑉𝑖𝑌)

𝑉𝑗(𝑉𝑗𝑋, 𝑉𝑗𝑌)

Object𝑗(𝑋𝑗, 𝑌𝑗)

𝑌

0 𝑋

Figure 7: A diagram of interaction relation.

among them, Appear, Disappear,Move, and Stop indicate the
four basic states of motion element, respectively.

As one of the expression forms of motion element in
the video stream, Interaction represents the mutual influence
or joint action caused during the course of the Relation
of two behavior state instance. The necessary condition for
establishing the interaction relationship is the two incidence
relation between the two behavior state instances that exist at
the same time. It can be defined as five-meshes

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = {𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡, 𝐵𝑒ℎ𝑎V𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑆𝑅, 𝑇, 𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒} . (3)

Under the influence of temporal subspace 𝑇 and spatial
relation 𝑆𝑅, Interaction is the description of mutual influence
between motion element𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡

𝑖
and𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡

𝑗
. Behavior state

of Object can be any state instance in the BehaviorState
collection, and interaction production rule and interaction
optimization update rule are involved in Rule. Therefore, the
measuring of interaction has two influence factors, temporal
and spatial factors.

Due to the close correlation of spatial relation at any time
point 𝑇𝑖+1 and former 𝑇𝑖, the spatial relation at 𝑇𝑖+1 is always
closely related to that at former time point𝑇𝑖.Thus, the spatial
relation evolution process among motion elements can be
defined as a Markov chain in the temporal subspace 𝑇, with
its evolution having Markov quality

𝑃𝑇 {𝐺𝑡+1 | 𝐺𝑡, 𝐺𝑡−1, . . . , 𝐺0} = 𝑃𝑇 {𝐺𝑡+1 | 𝐺𝑡} . (4)

Meanwhile, themeasuring value𝑃 of interaction between
the twomotion element establishedRelation can be computed
based on the planar spatial distance Distance, velocity mag-
nitude, and direction angle, including the current topology at
time point 𝑇𝑡, as shown in Figure 7.
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In the georeferenced video stream, the dynamic update
function of interaction relation within the scope of spatial
constraint is shown as follows:

𝑃 (𝑡 + 1)

= Min [1,Max (0,√𝑃2 (𝑡) + 𝜔 (𝑡 + 1) × 𝜂 (1 − 𝑐 (𝑡)) )] .
(5)

Among them, 𝑃(𝑡) represents the interaction relation
measuring value between a certain motion element and
others, with the range of𝑃 ∈ [0, 1].The higher value indicates
the more hospitable relationship. When the interaction is
established by behavior state instances, the initial value works
as 𝑃(0) = 𝜌1 × 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝑖, 𝑗) + 𝜌2 × 𝜃(𝑖, 𝑗). 𝜔(𝑡) indicates the
duration of interaction relationwith the current state, and the
dynamic change of 𝑐 parameter is shown as follows:

𝑐 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑐 (𝑡) + 𝑎 ×
𝐷𝑡+1

𝐷𝑡

× (1 −



𝜔 (𝑡 + 1) + 1

2
− 𝑃 (𝑡)



)

×min [𝑐 (𝑡) , 1 − 𝑐 (𝑡)] ;
(6)

𝑐(𝑡) represents a new confidence level while 𝛼 learning rate.
min(𝑐, 1 − 𝑐) ensures parameter 𝑐(𝑡) ∈ [0, 1].

4. Semantics and Formalization of
Georeferenced Video

For the accurate description and behavior understanding
of motion elements in the georeferenced video stream, the
paper proposes an analysis method based on sparse random
graphs with the purpose of observing the character evolution
with time and presents an indicating and measuring method
of video motion element with dynamic topology structure
information based on context-sensitive sparse random graph
grammar.

4.1. Formalization of Georeferenced Video. Random graph
𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸,Ω) is defined on triple, while the edge set 𝐸 of
graph𝐺with the vertex set𝑉 is defined in probabilistic spaces
Ω. Consider

𝑃 (𝑒𝑖𝑗 ∈ 𝐸) = 𝑃𝑖𝑗, 𝑃𝑖𝑗 ∈ (0, 1) , ∑𝑃𝑖𝑗 = 1. (7)

Each edge of random graph 𝐺 is mutually independent;
namely, any two vertexes that established incidence relation
connected independently with probability 𝑃. As the spatial
relation will be dynamically changed during the movement
with the time factor, it is necessary to describe the motion
state and interaction relationships within specific spatial area
using random graph. Context-sensitive sparse random graph
grammar can be defined as five-meshes

𝐺 = (𝑆, 𝑉𝑁, 𝑅, 𝛿, 𝐶ℎ) . (8)

Among them, 𝑆 is the root vertex that an initial vertex of
semantic event in the georeferenced video stream. There is

only one 𝑆 vertex in the video event sequence. Vertex 𝑉𝑁 =
{𝑉1, 𝑉2, 𝑉3, . . .} involves all the motion elements emerged
in the specific spatial area. 𝑅 in the formula means the
evolution process and rule of random graph 𝐺 while 𝛿 the
state transition functions. The cohesion of random subgraph
𝐶ℎ indicates the inner coupling degree of motion element
group.

The motion element vertex of random graph can be
defined as follows:

𝑉𝑖 = (𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥, 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒, 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛,

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑, 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑆𝑅, 𝑉𝐹) .

(9)

It shows the motion status and interaction information of
a motion element 𝑉𝑖 labeled index at the time point Time.
Among them, Location and Speed represent the position
coordinate and the velocity of motion element 𝑉𝑖 in the
planar area, respectively. Interaction is the description of
interaction while 𝑆𝑅 = (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒, 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦) the
spatial relation existed in the motion element. Virtual feature
𝑉𝐹 shows low-level features information of amotion element
including Color, Shape, and Size at the time point Time.
𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 = {𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑟,𝑀𝑜V𝑒, 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑝,𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑟} is the basic state
of motion element.

4.2. Evolution Rule. As a posterior method, dynamic process
of motion elements in the video stream can be visually
described and showed based on sparse random graph. The
temporal and spatial evolution model of motion element is
able to describe the basic character and dynamic process of
spatial relation accurately. The essence of dynamic evolution
process of sparse random graph is the continuous transition
process of state space in random graphs.

Therefore, the state transition function of sparse random
graph can be defined as a mapping relation

𝛿 = Θ → Θ. (10)

Among them,Θ is the state space of sparse randomgraph,
Θ = (𝑑1, 𝑑2, . . . , 𝑑𝑛)

𝑇, and 𝑑 is a variable in state region.
The dynamic evolution process of sparse random graph

includes its character update of motion element vertex 𝑉𝑁,
emerging vertex with the Appear and Disappear behavior
states, and the dynamic adjustment of edge set 𝐸 and interac-
tion relation𝑃of randomgraphs. For the accurate description
of event development process in georeferenced video stream,
evolution rule algorithm of sparse random graph is shown
in Algorithm 2.

We can get the corresponding dynamic evolution model
of sparse random graph using the evolution rule algorithm.
Step (2) in the algorithm shows the creating and adding root
vertex 𝑆, and 𝐺0 = (𝑉0, 𝐸0) := ({𝑆}, 0). Adding a new motion
element vertex𝑉tmp in sparse random graph 𝐺Active is in step
(5)while deleting the vanish vertex𝑉𝑖 and its association edge
in step (11). Among them, function getRestriction(𝑉𝑗) in step
(18) and getAttract (𝑉𝑗) in step (20) indicate whether it can
delete or add the edge that vertex 𝑉𝑗 associated, respectively.
Step (27) accomplishes the dynamic update of interaction
relation 𝑃 in sparse random graph 𝐺Active.
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Input: sparse random graph 𝐺Active, motion element
detection and recognition information;
Output: return 𝐺Active;
(1) IF 𝑡 = 0Then
(2) Create first node S & Add S to 𝑉𝑁;
(3) End IF
(4) While 𝑡 ≥ 1 do
(5) IF 𝑉tmp → State Is Equal Appear Then
(6) Find nearest node 𝑉near;
(7) Create new edge 𝐸(𝑉tmp, 𝑉near);
(8) Add 𝑉tmp to 𝑉𝑁;
(9) End IF
(10) For 𝑉𝑖 ∈ 𝑉𝑁 do //Update all Nodes in 𝐺Active
(11) IF 𝑉𝑖 → State Is Equal Disappear Then
(12) Remove 𝑉𝑖 from 𝑉𝑁;
(13) Delete edge of 𝑉𝑖 in 𝐺Active;
(14) End IF
(15) Update 𝑉𝑖;
(16) End For
(17) For 𝑉𝑗 ∈ 𝑉𝑁 do //Update all Edges in 𝐺Active
(18) IF Flag← getRestriction(𝑉𝑗) Then
(19) Delete edge of 𝑉𝑗 in 𝐺Active;
(20) Else IF Flag← getAttract(𝑉𝑗) Then
(21) Add new edge of 𝑉𝑗 to 𝐺Active;
(22) End IF
(23) End For
(24) For 𝑉𝑘 ∈ 𝑉𝑁 do //Update 𝑃 of Graph in 𝐺Active
(25) IF 𝑉𝑘 → State Is Equal Appear Then
(26) 𝑃 ← 𝑃(0);
(27) Else Update other 𝑃 of 𝐺Active;
(28) End IF
(29) End For
(30) Return 𝐺Active;

Algorithm 2: Evolution rule algorithm of sparse random graph.

4.3. Random Subgraph. Cohesion of random subgraph refers
to the close relation of motion element. To measuring close
relation, the paper introduces the concept of structural
entropy. As a measuring method of messiness and ran-
domness of the state, structure entropy is related closely
to the compactness of random subgraph. The higher the
compactness is, the lower the structure entropy value will be.

If vertexes 𝑉𝑖 and 𝑉𝑗 have close correlation with each
other, then 𝑃(𝑉𝑖, 𝑉𝑗) = 𝑃(𝑡). Let 𝑁(𝑖) = ∑

𝑛

𝑗=1
𝑃(𝑉𝑖, 𝑉𝑗),

associative strength 𝜉(𝑖) = 𝑁(𝑖)/∑
𝑛

𝑗=1
𝑁(𝑗). The structure

entropy of random subgraph is 𝐻 = ∑
𝑛

𝑖=1
𝜉(𝑖) ln 𝜉(𝑖), and

∑
𝑛

𝑖=1
𝜉(𝑖) = 1. Therefore, the Cohesion of random subgraph is

𝐶ℎ(𝐺

) = −∑

𝑛

𝑗=1
(𝑁(𝑗)/𝑛) × (𝜉(𝑖) ln 𝜉(𝑖)/ ln 𝑛), with 𝐶ℎ(𝐺) ⊆

[0, 1].

4.4. Early Warning of Video Event. Using the numerical
calculation method of interaction relationship, abnormal
behavior and emergency in video can be distinguished based
on random graph grammar, and the possible special situation
can be early warned. There are two different threat levels

AlarmCBRNotifyTwo-layer
discriminate analysis

Figure 8: Notify and Alarm processing of video event.

generated by video event: notify and alarm, which is shown
in Figure 8.

The paper is mainly to detect the unexpected crowd inci-
dent and conflict in the massive video events and proposes
a novel two-layer discriminate method, which consists of
individual attribute layer and group attribute layer. Once
occurring video abnormal event, the corresponding real-time
status of random graph must be described, which can be
expressed as follows.

(1) Individual Attribute Layer.Theowned velocity of multiple
random graph nodes has modified radically in per unit
of time 𝑇, and the relevant movement direction has also
changed significantly.

Specifically speaking, the detection and selection of vari-
ation range or interval of movement attributes in random
graph can use sliding window. In the continuous movement
attribute value 𝑉 = {𝑉1, 𝑉2, . . . , 𝑉𝑛} in time series, 𝑉1 exists
before the emergence of 𝑉2, while 𝑉2 exists before 𝑉3. The
difference is obtained by the two continuous attribute values.
In the paper, the data in the sliding interval Δ𝑇 is viewed
as the discriminative and forecasting sample, when the
continuous difference 𝐷(𝑉𝑖, 𝑉𝑗, 𝑇) is larger than the given
threshold, and the sliding intervals Δ𝑇 is within the max
time threshold. Otherwise, recalibrate over the entire sliding
intervals for new computation.

(2) Group Attribute Layer. The multiple interaction and dis-
tance values among random graph nodes in groups fluctuate
greatly, or the multiple numerical variations of interaction
relationship in random subgraph are changed significantly.
The discriminant analysis of video abnormal event is
achieved according to the check whether the change rate of
parameter value ⃗𝑟 is greater than the given threshold 𝑝𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒ℎ,
as

⃗𝑟 =
𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑡
≥ 𝑝𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒ℎ. (11)

Once either circumstance occurred, it must be entering
the next notify phase.

When entering the notify discriminative phase, the ran-
dom subgraph showing diffusion or flocking status makes
numerical calculation. Using the computing method of
structure entropy value, the corresponding random subgraph
status is measured, and the entropy value 𝐶ℎ(𝐺) is viewed
as the warning degree of video abnormal behavior and
emergency. With regard to different levels of urgency and
security, the warning degree 𝑊𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑡) is set to different
threshold intervals as follows:

𝑊𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 (𝑡) = 𝐶ℎ (𝐺

) = −

𝑛

∑

𝑗=1

𝑁(𝑗)

𝑛
×
𝜉 (𝑖) ln 𝜉 (𝑖)

ln 𝑛
. (12)
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The warning degree 𝑊𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑡) is divided into three
warning threshold intervals in the paper, which areWarning1,
Warning2, and Warning3. Specifically, Warning1 indicates
the early warning degree, which means that video abnor-
mal event will be occurred in the next unit time and the
discriminative module obtains alertness. Warning2 shows
the probable warning degree and is the identifying pro-
cessing transformed into the CBR phase. If the entropy
value of random subgraph is greater than the max value
of given threshold interval, the CBR discrimination phase
works. Based on the video event features, the traditional
CBR method is used to further identification. Warning3
expresses the confirmed warning degree, which can enter the
Alarm phase of video abnormal event directly without the
traditional CBR method.

The discriminate method based on the random graph is
defined as graph-based reasoning (GBR) in the paper, while
the improved GBR fused with traditional CBR method is
GBR-C. The intelligent analysis for different video scenes
plays an important role in the real-time detection of video
abnormal behaviors and mass incidents. The instantaneous
status information of video motion element is integrated
with the random graph model and summarizes the ran-
dom subgraph patterns and behavior rules with a statistical
description. In violation of the behavior regularity of com-
mon video events, it is a latent exceptional event, and extracts
the features of video motion elements involved which are
recorded in object layer stream for the efficient retrieval of
content-based video.

5. Experiment and Analysis

In order to verify the feasibility and availability of the
proposed framework, space information of a motion element
is extracted at real-time based on the detection and tracking
[31, 32]. According to the dynamic change situation of space
semantics, a timing description method using random graph
grammar depicts the event development of video stream
clearly.

5.1. Interaction Description. Interaction is the mutual inci-
dence relation among motion element. For the accurate
description of the dynamic change process of interaction
relation, interaction 𝑃 should be calculated real-time based
on the spatial information in experimental video including
planar spatial distance, velocity magnitude, and direction
angle. And the calculation results of real-time interaction
update function 𝑃(𝑡) of the video clip trim from frame 550
to frame 685 is shown in Figure 9.

In Figure 9, function𝑃1 shows a changing trend of increa-
sing first and then decreasing gradually in the video clip. The
minimum value of interaction 𝑃1 is at frame 685 with the
value 0.11 while the maximum is at frame 586 with the value
0.38. And function 𝑃2 indicates the changing process of two
close targets. The minimum value of 𝑃2 is at frame 592 with
the value 0.23 while the maximum is at frame 685 with the
value 0.79.The increasing planar spatial distanceDistance and
motion direction variation of two motion elements make the

decreasing interaction value. On the contrary, as the planar
spatial distance decreases and the duration of interaction
continues to increase, interaction value𝑃 increases gradually.

The previous results show that it can accurately depict
the dynamic varying changes of the interaction relation of
video motion elements. However, the accurate depiction is
an indispensable premise for the description of the georef-
erenced video stream.

5.2. Georeferenced Video Stream Description. Based on the
richer spatial semantic of motion elements in the georefer-
enced video stream, we can realize the intelligent parsing of
georeferenced video content using context-sensitive sparse
random graph grammar. The spatial relationship of motion
elements in image space is transformed to that of object
space, and the motion status and interaction relation can
be depicted using random graph. The continuous transition
process of inner state space in random graph is enforced with
the dynamic evolution process of sparse random graph.

With the spatial reference data, the sparse random graph
evolution processing based on the monitoring target is
achieved. And the consecutive people emerged within the
video surveillance range are labeled as A, B, C, and D
which are shown in Figure 10. As soon as the moving object
appears, a new random graph node will express it; when it
leaves the surveillance confine, the corresponding node will
disappear while the edge set constituted by the interaction
that associated with the node is set to null. Using our
video test data, the evolutionary process and timing evolving
description diagram of the video clip trim from frame 1041 to
frame 1712 is shown in Figure 10.

We can see that the timing evolving description diagram
can be constructed by the automatic intelligent analysis and
calculation of a video clip, and it verifies the correctness
and effectiveness of the evolution rule algorithm of sparse
random graph. Within the scope of the specific geographical
space, the time-varying attributes of random graph nodes are
visual displayed, such as behavior state, spatial location, and
movement parameter. And the basis recorded information of
each video motion element is shown in Algorithm 3.

Among them, the basic information consists of attribute
information, spatial location information, and other move-
ment parameter, which are shown in Algorithm 3.The attrib-
ute information State indicates the behavior status of the
video motion element with succinct expressional number 0,
1, 2 and 3, which are described respectively with the four
basic behavior 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 {𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑟, 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑟,𝑀𝑜V𝑒, 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑝}. And
the interaction relationship attribute including the index of
two elements, the numerical calculation value of interaction,
and the relative spatial directions. The whole structural
description of video motion element generated automatically
is shown in Figure 11.

The automatically generated file mainly consists of two
parts: the configuration data and content data.Themovement
status information about motion element Object in the geo-
referenced video stream is described in detail in the content
data part while the basic attribute information about testing
video clip in configure data part. In the continuous period
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Figure 10: Timing evolving description diagram of the georeferenced video stream.

Table 3: Three test sample videos.

Test samples Alarm types Time (s) Scenes number
A Cross-border 372 18
B Flocking 1423 42
C Conflict 588 27

of time series, movement status information of each motion
element including the behavior state sequence, real-time
spatial location information, and the statistical information

about interaction relation can be queried directly from the
XML file. It also provides a novel simple nonlinear indexing
for the understanding and description of video content.

5.3. Performance of Video EventWarning. To validate the pro-
posed early warningmethod of video abnormal behavior and
emergency, we analyzed the performance of various attributes
using the video test data which involves a crowd video scene.
Experimental analysis mainly contains the real-time warning
entropy value of random subgraph, warning degree, and real-
time changes of corresponding subgraph node number and
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<SRG>

<configData>

<descriptor name="VideoMotionInfo" type="FILE">

<attribute Medianame="TrackElement Session 1"></attribute>

<attribute FrameCount="76283" FPS="30" ></attribute>

<attribute CamGPS="GPS" UTC="10:12:15" LAT="29.564" LON="106.585"></attribute>

<attribute CamMIMU="HRP" Heading="33.4" Pitch="0.5" Roll="1.3"></attribute>

</descriptor>

<descriptor name="IMGLOCTInfo" type="LOCAT">

<attribute ReferPoint="UL" PixelX="184" PixelY="104" LocatX="0" LocatY="0" ></attribute>

<attribute ReferPoint="UR" PixelX="346" PixelY="142" LocatX="580" LocatY="291" ></attribute>

<attribute ReferPoint="DL" PixelX="240" PixelY="337" LocatX="289" LocatY="1164" ></attribute>

<attribute ReferPoint="DR" PixelX="612" PixelY="321" LocatX="1160" LocatY="1162" ></attribute>

</descriptor>

</configData>

InteractionNum="1" Interaction="{(18,17, NE, 0.42)}" VF="0" Other="0"/>

InteractionNum="1" Interaction="{(17,18, SW, 0.42)}" VF="0" Other="0"/>

<ContentData>

<object framespan="1:1500">

<attribute name="MotionElement">

· · · · · ·· · · · · ·

<index="17" State="2" frame="302" timeDelay= 302 PixelX="212" PixelY="171"

LoctX="160" LoctY="486" DeltX="0.43" DeltY="0.29" Speed="(0.43,0.29)"

<index="18" State="2" frame="302" timeDelay= 302 PixelX="374" PixelY="259"

LoctX="606" LoctY="898" DeltX="0.33" DeltY="0.72" Speed="(0.33,0.72)"

· · · · · ·· · · · · ·

</attribute>

</object>

<object framespan="1501:3000">

<attribute name="MotionElement">

· · · · · ·· · · · · ·

</attribute>

</object>

</ContentData>

</SRG>

<attribute ReferPoint="O" PixelX="359" PixelY="251" LocatX="582" LocatY="870" ></attribute>

Figure 11: Structural description of video motion feature.

the total graph node number, which are shown, respectively,
in Figure 12. And the horizontal axis indicates the video
running time with 10 seconds as a scale unit.

As can be seen from the previous illustration, the warning
entropy value of real-time random subgraph using the com-
puting method of structure entropy value is due to random
fluctuations in Figure 12(a). According to the warning degree
of video abnormal behavior and emergency, three different

warning threshold intervals are set in our test. And the
Warning2 degree occurred between 252 and 270 seconds
shown in Figure 12(b). The Warning1 indicates the early
warning degree in most of the time, which means that
video abnormal event will be emerged. Figure 12(c) shows
the real-time nodes number of random subgraph in the video
surveillance scope while Figure 12(d) shows the total graph
node number.
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Figure 12: Structural description of video motion feature.

⟨attribute name=“MotionElement”⟩
⟨ index=“63” //Sequence Number
State=“2” //Behavior State
frame=“612” //Current Frame Number
timeDelay=“612” //Duration
PixelX=“198” PixelY=“211” //Image Space Coordinate
LoctX=“45” LoctY=“60” //Object Space Coordinate
DeltX=“0.85” DeltY=“0.24” //Relative Distance
Speed=“(0.85, 0.24)” //Speed
InteractionNum=“1” //Interaction Relationship Number
Interaction=“{(64, 63, NE, 0.51)}” //Interaction Relationship

//(Objecti, Objectj, Direction, 𝑃(𝑡))
VF=“0”
Other=“0”/ ⟩

⟨/attribute⟩

Algorithm 3: Basic information of each video motion element.

5.4. Performance Comparisons of Intelligent Analysis Methods.
In this section, we compare the proposed method with
other methods, such as the Coarse-Grained SVM, Fine-
Grained SVM [15], and MKL [19]. Using the three sample
videos (Table 3) which involve some events that contain
a group of people interact with each other, we carry out
the comparison study. And all the chosen samples are
considered as the labeled training data within the target
domain.

GBR accomplishes a concise numerical calculation and
avoids the problems of computing complexity in the tradi-
tional CBR method. In Tables 4, 5, and 6, we compare the
performance of GBR, GBR&CBR, with other methods using
three different videos.

From Tables 4, 5, and 6 , we observe that GBR extends the
processing time in a common detection of video event, but
the forecasting accuracy of video abnormal behavior and
emergency increased significantly with lower computation
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Table 4: Comparison of crossing sample A with different methods.

Method Out-Detection Correct-Detection Omit-Detection Time (s)
GBR 20 18 0 0.72
GBR (with CBR) 25 18 0 1.35
Coarse-grained SVM 40 16 2 1.47
Fine-grained SVM 26 15 3 1.21
MKL 30 16 2 1.50

Table 5: Comparison of flocking sample B with different methods.

Method Out-Detection Correct-Detection Omit-Detection Time (s)
GBR 48 35 7 2.74
GBR (with CBR) 51 39 3 4.33
Coarse-grained SVM 90 37 5 5.41
Fine-grained SVM 45 35 7 4.76
MKL 43 36 6 5.53

Table 6: Comparison of conflict sample C with different methods.

Method Out-Detection Correct-Detection Omit-Detection Time(s)
GBR 35 23 4 3.46
GBR (with CBR) 36 24 3 4.17
Coarse-grained SVM 53 24 3 3.90
Fine-grained SVM 37 21 6 3.54
MKL 40 22 5 3.95

and complexity. Therefore, the energy consumption of sen-
sors will be reducedwhich is consistent with the transmission
costs, especially in the nonrecurring flocking emergency with
complex video event modeling.

6. Conclusion

In summary, findings from the present study are all based
on low-level visual features, which mean that there was a
shortage of spatial constraints and coupling analysis with
geography environment. It is necessary to establish the
relationship between video analysis method and the real
geographical scene. A georeferenced video analysis method
is proposed based on the context-based random graph. The
data are obtained using a wireless network of environmental
sensors scattered at the supervising area and a vision sensor
monitoring the same geographical area. Experimental results
prove that the proposed descriptionmethod of georeferenced
video using random graph is feasible and efficient. Through
the intelligent parsing of the georeferenced video data stream,
we can get a novel visual description method using random
graph which can clearly depict the development clue of video
scenes and also offer the possibility to browse the video
stream quickly. Meanwhile, random graph can be used as
an effective nonlinear indexing for the content-based video
indexing and browsing application.

As a future work, we will propose the enhancement of the
implemented algorithms with alternative combination rules
and the fusion of audio and video to deal with the uncertainty,
imprecision, and incompleteness of the underlying informa-
tion. In addition, large amounts of data should be conducted
to set various parameters, such as thresholds, false alarm
rates, and fusion weights.
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